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DIVINE SC0RPI0NIC FIRE
as the Bird of Paradise
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Sun, (bat now 
Vega creation.

L B I R T I I  I S N O W  l l l l ,  
answer to the belie!' of the 
Higher lllcrurchial Celestial In- 
tent ions, the setting of all Into 
active motion, driving the Issue 
into an upward surge of spinning 
LIGHT, litis  is where the soul 
attracts unto Itself the Virgin 
Stream of the Aiitnrlc supreme 
activator. Tor the articulation of 
the might of the complete inten
sity of the Source Is the divine 
belief horn within the Central 

(putting forth of the Virgin Holocaust of 
I hen as the supreme sensitivity reveals Its 

Virgin wholeness, will man receive the lllcrnrvltlal 
HOSTS as the Golden Tyed llird of I* mu dive front within 
the Commissure, litis Is the Neptunian weaving of the 
Hierarvtiial Command, now being automatically infused 
with the activational propensity of Sun in Scorpio, Tor 
even thing now is Sun in Scorpio, the glorified magnitude 
of this Great Heavenly Glory, The might and wealth of 
Divine Right, as the Key and Leeway of active Infusion, 
for the shadow levi flight of the Atomic llcant Is the 
countless brilliance of the involved suits of past creations 
within the Commissure, Now It is the transformed density 
of the Royal Scorplouic rebirth of the Celestial Hierarcltlal 
Divinity. :llta l which Solaixrntlcully reveals the amalga
mated infusion of Universal Philosophy, the Royal Glory 
of the Bird of Paradise. That of the Theocratic Word of 
intervention, and could he the Overshadow mice of the 
Atomic prerogative of the troddcu-ln wealth of the 
Hierarchial Orion Warrior. This Is the WILL of the 
Central Sun dimension, which pulsates the heart of the 
Bind of Paradise, as it wings Its way Homeward Bound to 
llienirchial unification, litis  becomes the Intensity of the 
Commissure, the ever Involving Atom, in the (bird 
ventricle of the brain.

The Solar Blood

LXTR the first lime the Royally of flte Hosts Is mautferi* 
* ing, and now infusing the World with their Divinity, 
although unseen by the non-scmlflscd, lo  those who have 
risen up their frrqucncv uud are embracing the LIGHT, 
profound wonders will be revealed. All Is now the Sea ol 
Ilierarvhinl consciousness, that born of the opaline lit* 
cress’s tier of the Solar Christos Virgin mind. Tor now the 
Bird of Paradise Is the regurgitated wealth brought forth 
front the mouth of the Kuttdallul Snake. Tit Is la the mag
netic death-dealing TIRT, that risen up to the full 
propensity of Royal lllerarchlal aftuitemant. Transform* 
ing its manifesting glory by the frequency It was setting 
Into motion up the spinal tied. lltU not being automatic, 
but a sensitised traction to the purpose and intent within 
the rising TIRT. Therefore In the rise, the Bird of Para
dise rentes forth ns a Dltlttr Tire Bird Glorv, the Solar*

C ontinued  on Page 1
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Editorial ♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦ Cleansing Jires

THE obvious talking point this month is that of the so-called 
’flu epidemic which has swept the world. (See letter on this 
page). Readers might remember our previous comments 

upon the “Mao ’flu,” from the February 1968 issue of the Occult 
Gazette, wherein we stated that “this was the Cosmic Ethers being 
drawn down by Mrs. Spearman-Cook, penetrating the Earth's 
atmosphere, and forcing man up onto a higher frequency of existence. 
This is forcing a cleansing and sensitising of the physical body, that
the soul can be fitted to live upon 
Since that time. Metope has 

drawn down yet greater Fires, 
culminating in the Atomic Fire of 
Hicrarchial Intensity, which is 
driving the Theocratic Laws 
through the very blood-life of man
kind. and which is causing all the 
difficulties at the present moment.

These are not just the element 
life of the past descending in the 
Breath. T H E Y  A R E  T H E  
H I E R A R C H S ,  the dynamic 
ATOMIC POWERS of Outer 
World Space, channelling the whole 
of Their unified Consciousness into 
the depths, through the vibratory 
glory of the Central Sun Breath. 
But all that the idiots of the medical 
world can do, is to reveal of their 
appalling ignorance, by vaguely 
mumbling about some mysterious 
‘virus’ within the atmosphere!

How much longer is the world 
going to listen to these egotistical 
dunderheads, whose only claim to 
fame is that they have succeeded in 
bringing the whole of the world to 
a pitiful state of drug addiction. 
They are the ones to blame for the 
rapid spread of this curse. Who can 
blame the youth of today for taking 
drugs, when at the slightest excuse, 
their parents run off to the doctor 
for his latest wonder preparation ? 
The sale of drugs is just a money
making racket, and nothing more, 
and those perpetrating this evil have 
a heavy load to answer for, in the 
very near future.

You have already seen the 
horrors of Thalidomide, but what 
you do not realise is that drugs are 
continually causing this terrible 
twisted state within the inner bodies 
of man, ever destroying his spiritual 
growth until it is too late to correct 
the damage done.

★  ★  ★  ★

W HEN will man learn to think 
for himself, and not merely be 

led like a blind sheep by the two- 
faced poisonous vapours of the 
newspaper world ? Why condemn 
the hippies in America for the mur
ders they committed, if you will not 
also condemn the Church and the 
monied-classes for the legalised 
atrocities they have perpetrated 
over the centuries. The action of 
the hippies is but the polarity out
come of the deeds of the ruling 
classes in the past, and one cannot 
judge the one without also judging 
the other.

these Higher Planes.”
We have never been afraid to 

state our views upon the Church of 
Rome, und will continue to do so 
when we feel it is necessary. They 
have nothing at ull to cfo with 
Divinity, and the very linking of 
their name with that of Divinity is 
an utter insult to such Heavenly 
Royalty. They are the biggest 
MURDERERS that this world has 
ever known, and the whole of their 
so-called Holy Cloth is stained with 
the blood of the martyrs.

Their very foundation is built 
upon the bodies of those who 
fought for TRUTH, and yet this 
odious creature in the Vatican has 
the diabolical nerve to call for 
Peace in the world! There will be 
no Peace anywhere until Papalism 
is completely annihilated from the 
face of the earth, for their web of 
intrigue never ceases its activity, as 
they use weak-minded Catholic- 
controlled Governments to bring 
about their own ends.

But they have at last met their 
match in Merope, and their days of 
rule are finished forever. The 
Hierarchial Powers will get hold of 
these imposters and break them 
down, with their crumbling edifice, 
once and for a l l ! We eagerly 
await the inevitable finale to this 
Theocratic action.

But now let us return to affairs closer 
home. There is still time for the Labour 
Government to find the courage to take 
action over matters which should have 
been settled long ago. There is still time 
for them to withdraw the Armed Forces 
from abroad, for we must become the 
Spiritual Prototype for the world, which 
the Higher Powers have decreed ! There 
is still time for them to revoke the 
Sodomy Bill, which was an utter dis
grace ! There is still time for them to 
denounce the actions of a certain Presi
dent, who is held, like a useless puppet, 
by the blood-stained purse-strings of 
faceless financiers ! And there is still time 
for the Unions to stop acting like spoilt 
brats, and to start getting down to 
strengthening the position of the Govern
ment in this country !

Now is the time when the true 
leaders will come forth ; those who 
will not be afraid to speak their 
minds, and will not be held by 
convention! As they come forth, 
will the Hierarchs back them to the 
full, for this is the Age of Truth, 
the Age of Theocracy. Merope’s 
Theocratic World of Divine Mind 
Unfoldment!

rI Sir George Godber, 15th December 1909.
Chief Medical Officer,
Department of Health,
Alexander Fleming House,
Elephant and Castle, S.E.l.
Dear Sir,

I understand by the “Daily Mirror" that you are 
making the statement that a ‘Mao flu’ having swept a 
good part of the continent, is expected to sweep 
through Britain.

Have you forgotten that not so very long past, 
scientists were declaring that they were concerned 
regarding the effect the Ether atmosphere which was 
descending, would have upon human life.

This fact, stated by you to be a ‘Mao flu is utter 
rubbish, and is some of the diabolical erroneous wis
dom that the medical world has to clear up.

What people are suffering with is the down-pouring 
of the Ether Atmosphere of Theocratic In-birth. The 
fact that it is taking the toll that it is, is due to the 
fact that human beings have been gorged upon such 
doctored chemicalised foodstuffs, and drugs issued by 
the medical world, which will now have no further 
effect where this In-birth is concerned. The former 
having caused the thoracic pool to become filled with 
waste from the lymphatic inflow and seeping into the 
bronchii.

The only fact that you have got right, but erroneous 
in its earthy application, is the word ‘Mao,’ for the 
cleaning up of souls, who are atomic creations, are 
their ancient roots of Chinese origin, which have now 
been polarised by the Atomic Worker of the Age.

I am putting this letter sent to you into the “Occult 
Gazette,” which has a circulation throughout the 
whole of the World. For I know it will not be very 
long before this Truth is going to be exploded, and 
man brought to the true realisation of life. Whether 
you believe it or not, does not matter, for I know that 
what I say cannot help but be expounded ere long.

A copy of this letter is being sent to the “Daily 
Mirror” and all other national newspapers. I haven’t 
any doubts of the results, for these enlightened ‘bods’ 
are so eager to embrace the Truth!

Afhdxs? iffl | | S

\

______ .................................................................... .............. . . . I

PLEASE NOTE
TVUE to ever rising costs, we are reluctantly compelled to increase the 

price of the Occult Gazette to 3/- per copy, and £2.0.0. per annual 
subscriptions, which will take effect from March 1st, 1970. However, we 
feel sure you will agree with us that 9d. per week is not too exorbitant 
an amount to pay for such priceless wisdom that is being revealed unto 
us at the present time. (The Editor).
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DIVINE SCORPIONIC FIRE
C ontinued from Front Page

Thus he now has ao
tskonad, 1hat the1 Coa its

rr tflbulnan i!\ himci1 tow■rds
Ihr Supreme IAC 1 . and 1(io4
II made fully1 aware unto him.
Hia at 1leaf IV holds that only
hi• can hi in ipi forth 1his rlivine
Glory, 1and that no man can
dciter or nrevent the maginclic
of hchetIdant c and 1ncrceptory
awarrnciis. *,Ihls portrays of
Ihc full and part allocation 0 !
thc soul \  Diivine l.ibriun, vi Ink
tlie Pulims, portrayed by David
ai the Seed1 nroviti(Oil ill, are
the 1 IR 1 within the Fire, arid
!i B s the Great Lord of
II icrurctiiltil Divine mini ifes*
la lion.

This now being of the
mistily Solar blood now niUlng 
up the Spiriti with flic H ierar
ch magnitude at the Atomic 
meaiure of the Relativity re
bound. Tlila la the magnificent

bom Atomic Atom. That fully coloured with the tailed 
tears and changing blood of Merope'f desperate path of 
Virgin to Virgin Ft her cnfoldmcnt. Her struggle to fulfill 
the wonders that could he yours, through your own effort 
to achieve.

<3|  /Vie Mind Development Class^
6  f T  d ( I/  IVeek on every Saturday at 6 JO /> m. B J  / .  Mr* L
/  **_. -------s , \ f„ , i.jI Mind It, voUrpmftU Z

ipeclal Sublet/ 1$ inn*enf rated /
rvvrrs v ■ *« rf » 9 » 1 rnvi 1 nsmui i t w

Hand h it o r her findings. A ny A 
’by tan  make application to Z 
'to for fin'd} t an send In their 7

n every Safuedt 
S/u urmuh-Cnttk holds h

Clast at the Si hoofs II (K A . . .  .
upon for about 40 minutes and then each siller ft Individually y  
hrlprd la Interpret and understand hit or her findings 
rcadres can loin ; those nrarl
alhnd rm h week, and those to-  _______ ______

vj names and link In cui/i week at the time stated, their names 
S  bring entered In a Special llook for this purpose. Tin 
a sublet ti for concentration are ;

Jan. Jrd Atomic Power
Dynamics

Jan. 10th Hermeneutic
Reorientation

Jan. 17tit lllerarclilal Seed 
S  Jan. 24th Clarification of 
/  Orion
v Jan. J ltl  Pre-Propulsion 

« --------------------------------------

Feb. 7th GOD 
Feb. 14tit Scorph
Peb. l i s t  Pre*Divine

Const luusness

Peb. 2Atli Divine
Completion

seeking to take away of hie 
life. It was when he awakened 
to the REAL truth of trans
formation , and beheld the 
mighty Glory that came forth, 
that the Spirit rose, and the 
soul knew he was ready to 
give forth of advice unto 
others. Thereby rendering ser
vice at he was instructed to 
do at the beginning of time. 
Thus in Psalm 43 he pleads to 
be restored to the temple, and 
his godship made manifest in 
its true light.

For this is the raising of 
the Arc, that the Spirit can 
come forth, for the soul now 
knew God, and marvelled at 
the wonders that he knew. 
Hence now the Bird of Para
dise becomes his head feathers, 
and crowns the greater Holo
caust of his beliefs. This 
mighty reveal men t and mani
festation in itself, is a Divine 
Cosmic unfoldment, which 
causeth the Heavens to reveal 
its hand, and its EYE to open. 
With the Voice to become 
audible, and the World to 
dance and radiate with 
LIGHT.

Here is Atomic Husbandry 
of a Cosmic propensity as seen 
in Job 14, where all is spun up 
by the frequency of Virgin 
alchemical transfiguration, that 
of Ether to Ether. But like 
Job, until soul awakens, he 
thinks that everything will be 
activated by the Unseen, and 
he merely sits and awaits its 
results. But he has to learn 
that he came to the earth to 
labour and grow, whereby the 
Atom becomes of the Ego 
sensitivity of the Source.

Thus, as the Solar causation 
blends up into Atomic rebirth, 
will the exactitude of the 
Orion colurc, as the unified 
Colures, change the soul into 
electro-static stimulus. This is 
Hierarchiai meditation and 
Neptunian phantasy, the Power 
of double comprehension. The 
heights and depths of any 
known frequency revealing the 
Truth, and internal compre
hension of the negative. The 
all of the accommodation be
ing abided by, being fully 
understood, and is where the 
soul learns Orion guardsman- 
ship, the power of discrimi
nation between allies and alien 
response, and receives the 
Solar point of settlement.

The soul takes on that of 
a Judge, with the fine sensitis
ed balance of Solomon. For 
rehabilitation is the constant 
in-drawing of the Atomic cor- 
tin within the Christos blood, 
and is now constantly being 
unified with the Lcsath propen
sity of the Atomic Mind. All 
that the soul has been struggl
ing for, will now be brought 
to a final conclusion, with the 
Atomic sensitivity fully ad
justed.

71iis is the releasing of tho 
Ariel Bull into the Fontanelle 
frequency of (he Atomic 
science. That of the Octavial 
gestation as the Hierarchiai 
phenomenon, that which pro
duces the pure oxygen of 
spontaneous conception and 
utter introspection of the 
revealing approaching Void. 
For all now is Fontanelle ex-

Continued on Page 4

This is her sanctified Pillar 
of Neptunian consecrated Solar 
LIGH I', which I he whole 
World is chained to. With the 
EGG of the BIRD of Paradise 
as the New Virgin Seed of the 
Hierarchiai Pentateuch. A Seed 
of Fontanelle expandable 
Divinity, as the Atomic "IT* 
of the LORD of Scorpionic 
regeneration.

The might of the whole of 
Generated Divinity in the Seed 
and rebirth of the Breath. 
Thus man is the MIGHT of 
the whole of being, thereby 
driving the full intensity of all 
TIME. Thus the Virgin Ethers 
arc Hierarchiai C&usationary 
Belief, which soul is being 
called upon to adopt anu 
blossom as the New Solar 
Etheric Hierarch descends. As 
he docs so, and soul seeks to 
create, will the Virgin Solar- 
cratic Being rise up into the 
Paradise o f Vega.

Yet ever as the riling Bird 
of Paradise, the embodied Fire 
Bird of Holy LIGHT. Glori
fied beauty filling the whole of 
being with its wonders, with 
the Hierarchiai Overshadow- 
ancc of Divinity bringing into 
your midst the Golden Fish, 
that of Solarcratic fulfilment. 
Yet only when "the Wind 
blowclh where it listelh, and 
thou hearest the sound thereof, 
but canst not tell whence it 
cometh and whither it gocth," 
will everyone be bom of the 
Spirit.

It was In Samuel that 
Divinity wus first bom, thus 
now Meropc was polarising It 
Into the risen up altar worship 
of Divine Husbandry, where 
the wonders of the Spirit are 
resurrected In the soul once 
again. For the story of Samuel 
and the bringing forth of the 
Spirit, that of the Sun in 
Scorpio, is the present struggle 
to awaken man to the lost 
Seed which must be brought 
back into spiritual radiance.

The mighty Glory of rebirth 
as a god, it one reborn and 
finding ascension up to the 
instructions of Divinity; there
by, at the beginning of such 
manifestation, is led by these 
mighty Waters. Thus the rc- 
qualiucation for the adornment 
of the Virgin Ethers of the 
Hierarchiai unfoldment is 
found in Psalm 28. Where 
David as the internal Spirit 
seeks help against the enemies 
of God, while at the same time 
he blesses God by adorning 
his own creation of belief, thus 
the LORD becomes his 
strength and his shield.

It was here that he realised 
that as he is the means of 
saving the people, and feeds 
them to lift them up for ever. 
that he also awakens and lifts 
up himself. Thus all the re- 
qualification of the Virgin 
Ethers, as the means of Hier
archiai unfoldment, is found 
in the mighty spiritual cry up 
to (hose heavenly ones. Here 
is where the Atom consumes 
all the Hieroglyphic wealth of 
the Abstract as mind Virgin 
Consciousness, and ascends as 
the Atomic maiden into the 
Etiicr Stream.

For as the spirit of the soul 
awakened and cried out to be 
worthy of this mighty task, he 
was requalihcd. Thus he realis
es that to pray for those who 
would slaughter him was the 
real answer, and he becomes 
the saving strength of his own 
anointment. Hence he touched 
the Arc, and was consumed by 
the Atom into the Glory of 
divine becoming.

While the copulation of the 
Ethers Is witnessed In Psalm 
32, where all la chromosome

brilliance, for David the in
ternal spirit awakens and life 
Is glorious. Then, as the 
ascending spirit conforms to 
the changing .Solar Word, the 
Neptunian radiation abounds, 
and the soul enters Into the 
fulness of the New Law,

For rebirth Is the complete 
Immersion of the soul Into the 
Bird of Paradise slip-stream. 
That of the lloly Fire, horn of

VIRG IN A W AK E N M E N T
AS the tout boo I ns to unfold its leniltlvity, 10 dost Vonui riio up out of tho Noptunlsn Waters. 
H Gradually sh« becomes attuned once more to the Hierarchiai Voice, as It whispers Its Holy 
Words of Wisdom, from out of the Innermost depths of the Broath. Then the Internal depths of 
the Atom reveal of lonu lost wondors, as heights and depths unite In the myetlcal marriage of 
divine Relativity rebound. (See text on page 4, col. 1),

the agitating fling of the 
Hierarchiai expandable Fire of 
Antarlc supreme Wisdom. Then 
the hand of the soul receives 
and they reveal the oracle they 
were seeking for.

Yet the Psalms, being born 
of Hierarchiai interventional 
Relativity consciousness, and 
he not being fully aware of the 
glories that were now being 
placed upon him, caused his 
foot to slip. For as he was 
rcqualitlcd, he did not rise as 
he should have done, for all 
was not complete in every purl. 
Then suddenly, the spirit hursts 
through to the whole of its 
fulness. It was then he realised 
that in enlightening the opp
ressive, he had to take the 
come-back of (he Power, and 
that was worse than the 
deliverance. Then in being too 
sure of himself, his foot slipp
ed, and the depths magnified 
themselves against him.

bcuufy of Sun in Scorpio, In 
the Bight of the Divine Bird of 
Paradise, which now Le seen In 
the full comprehension of the 
galactlcal rebirth unfoldment. 
While Psalm 35 Is where the 
Moon In Taurus, as the un- 
flrcd Virgin, Is bereft of the 
Flame of Hierarchiai Power.

The Atomic Husbandry

FOR once the Lord Is 
beheld In Ills true light, 

as the FIRE within the Fire, 
the cause Is beheld. For had 
not the man wasted hla 
Waters, and the lost Fire had 
left him bereft I Hence he 
was In dearth and blamed his 
enemies, hut us soon os the 
Spirit became as the Solar 
Volet sensitivity of Hierarchiai 
expansion, the true Scorpionic 
reveulmcnt of pre-Theocratic

Relativity was awakened.
Therefore, the whole of the 

Psalms portray of the Solar 
gravitation of the Antarlc 
Atom, the Hierarchiai Lord of 
Scorpio's internal Fire. They 
arc the Atomic feelers from 
the pre-Antarlc might, that of 
the Atomic Plane of the Virgin 
Ether causation.

They are the Abstract Hiero
glyphs of solidifying Etheric 
radiation, only perceivable by 
the Orion Vega Virgin con
sciousness. For Psalm 31 Is the 
Hierarchiai manifestation In 
the Sun In Scorpio's Uranian 
Infusion, where the soul first 
awakens, and brings into birth 
the Orion Supreme Lordship 
of the Etheric Immortal Atom
ic Breath.

Hit real fear lay in the fact 
that he thought they were
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DIVINE SCORPIONIC FIRE
Continued from page 3

pi oration of Solar and Central 
Sun expansion, through Hicrar- 
chial intervention blending up 
the Efheric sensitivity of Moon 
in Taurus to Sun in Scorpio,

All now it the Atomic time 
of unfoldmcnt. that of the pure 
Antaric wealth of Vega crea
tion, for at Fire of the Orion 
Causation, all hat registered 
upon the Etheric activationa) 
balance and is ready to come 
forth. Now the Atom if the 
Atlas of the whole Creation, 
and as such, can cither be the 
unfoldmcnt to a god-like state, 
or the Dell, Book and Candle, 
which closes the soul to the 
pangs of earth.

All now being the razor's 
edge, where the soul mutt 
learn to discriminate and 
drive. For the great motivation 
and propensity of Divine 
Husbandry, lies in the internal 
Power of the Commissure. 
That which directs the soul in 
active creation, and who never 
lets up in the drive, bat is the 
soul who sets himself a goal, 
and never stops until all is 
accomplished.

Mountains of untransmuted 
Power, which have been 
brought to a state of profound 
sensitivity. That which Is now 
awaiting the Cosmic sperming 
of the Sun in Scorpio's Antaric 
Hie rare hiaJ inflow, which will 
give it its anointment, and 
union with the heavenly 
Forces. For the conquesting of 
Divine Sovereignty is the in
tensity of the Commissure 
awakenment

The Divinity within the soul 
brought forth, and the soul 
now aware of the potential 
divine qualities that lie within 
bis own depths. Until this is 

(See plate on page 3) 
fully comprehended, and In the 
light of vibration, the true and 
intricate depth of the Commi
ssure will never be understood. 
For this Is a creation that 
assumed this status when the 
soul slipped, and now is striv
ing to wear it In royal dignity 
of hlerarchial unfoldmeni.

The Virgin Ethers are now 
constantly being forged with 
the importance of Orion Atom
ic might of the Solar era tic 
propensity. This being the free 
light of the Antaric Stream of 
Holy Fire, bom of the reborn 
activation of the Silence of the 
Antaric Kingdom of Divinity. 
The mystery of the Unknown, 
now ready to come forth into 
the known, where the internal 
celestial might of the Orion 
awakenment is the Samson 
wealth of the Virgin Stream, 
for it contains the nucleus of 
the Solar Seed of Relativity 
rebound.

The Uranian frictioning that 
brings the quoit rebound won
der, the internal celestial might 
of the Virgin Stream, and is 
the Sun in Taurus, the beauty 
of the Solar-bom soul. TTie 
divine wonder of the self
generated soul, where in the 
unity. Aries is destined to ful
fill tm* (ask, whatever be the 
influence.

Maybe the soul like Meropc, 
having to find her Priesthood 
and Divine Oiristhood in her 
Leo Sacred Heart decanal*.

Or the pioneering of Mars in 
Arias, to strike a light in the 
potential of every soul opened 
up. With Scorpio bringing 
forth the Kundalini Force of 
those jammed in self-satisfied 
purpose, but all set to direct 
and generate the possibilities 
that have been flared into 
action.

the Atomic d o ry  of Divinity, 
Tbt reigning beauty of the 
dance of Le It os up aad down 
the spine.

(See plate be ter*) 
Immortality Is the three 

Kings of Orion unification ; the 
King of Divine worship, be 
of Orion ccm*ciou«ne*« and the 
Sovereign of Theocratic per
suasion. That of constant 
renewed wisdom, the unfold
ing wonder of Truth that is 
tver revealing Its Divine Wos-

Nnpunmuiti of rebirth remov
ed by the persistency of the 
Virgin. Thus all the Kali 
contortions of the lower Nep
tunian inflow of the post will 
now he cauterised by the 
Hierarch ial Atomic rebirth of 
the Sun in Scorpio.

Thus every sotd who seeks 
to ascend to this profound 
assumption, will only do so by 
(be sufferance he maketh of 
God service. For in so doing, 
they help to kill off the old 
creation, that you can step out 
into a reborn ascension of

Phallic Triune of Sun m 
Scorpio relativity rebirth. The 
spinning up of tnc Water*, that 
the aspumtaooal exhilaration 
becomes (he Voice of the 
LORD speaking out of the 
FIRE.

For as the Christos Glory 
went through the Cornfield, he 
became the Voice of the One 
most likely, e'en though the 
Priest be at the AJtar. Thus the 
abundance was his Triune 
Glory, but soul still loved the 
ways of the Pharisees, and 
cried out that they had their

N E P TU N E 'S H O RSES
UOW can one portray of the dance of Lo Bos, (he great dance of the Fire and the Spirit, as they 

ride the bubbling foam of Neptune 7 The mystical Inter-blending of vibrational response, that 
carries the soul In pure passional ocstacy across the wilderness of Time, into the Abstract Glories 
of Divine Immortality. (See text in cel. 3).

The Orion Unification

WHAT is now coming forth 
is the ctheric beauty of 

the New World of Scorpio, 
That of the internal aspiration 
of the Hierarchial Grace, that 
manifesting as Truth of the 
Abstract Word, with light the 
Divine possibility. For the 
great wealth of Antaret is the 
right hand of Holy Unction, 
and is the Power of perfect 
atonement, with the heights 
and depths within the Com
missure.

The Unseen union of vibra
tory strength, but the where
withal or manifesting the 
Royal Holy Glory of Divinity. 
For the Divine Unction is the 
amelioration of God, as sought 
for by the lost and distressed, 
for Hierarch ial Dignity is 
going to cement the Royalty 
of Leo with the fiery purpose 
of Scorpio, and produce Sun 
in Scorpio. The transforming 
of the old Leonine Fire of 
yesterday into the Glory of 
Orion, the magnitude of the 
Central Sun. Through activity, 
now as Divine Consciousness, 
born of i relativity's selfless 
sacrifice.

Here we see bow Relativity 
In Its base is Moon in Taurus 
as un worked divinity, while 
Sun in Taurus is Virgin re
birth through Orion awaken
ment, bringing the foil em
bodiment of the HOLY FIRE, 
as wefl as the complete un- 
foldment of the Heavenly 
rapturous fulfilment of the 
purpose. For the complete 
quoit of the Orion Colure, is 
the dynamic rebirth of Scorpio 
and Venus dancing within the 
Fontanelle. Here is the Nep
tunian ballroom named the 
Homogenetic cradle of the 
gods4 transformation.

This ic where Scorpio lays 
her Male eggs, and fires them 
Into mind consciousness of 
Orion electrified activity, and 
drives the issue hard. For the 
Celestial flea is the Hyper
borean cloud* of Royal IJbrsn 
wealth awaiting the .Solar 
Scorpio Fires to generate the 
pink rone of undying Passional 
LOVE. Life Is now Immortal 
eonseiousnssn, that of the 
reigning Supremacy of the Arc,

ders, its magnitude of the 
Unseen. Rebirth is now the 
Sperroing of the Commissure 
Seed of Vega, the true OM 
Phallic Divinity. The glory of 
rebirth and immortality, the 
Divine nucleus of Continuity 
and Evolution, for rebirth is 
of reincarnation, the Seed of 
Immortality. That of conse
crated altar ritual, the OM 
Phallic dance of the Virgin 
Orion Warrior.

This being the first mani
festation of the mighty grand
eur of Divine existence, where 
the true Reality of life is 
portrayed. For Phallic worship 
is the down-pouring nucleus 
taking on the formulation of 
fluidity, yet containing all the 
Holy Fire within its immortal 
divine Seed. That which was 
brought down to physical birth, 
but now through Merope, is 
ready for resurrection, where 
soul life will take on its god 
state once again, and raise the 
Holy Fires up to mind crea
tion, through the Ariel dance. 
While Light is now Immortal 
atUinement, with the Royalty 
of the Virgin Mind as the 
sparking Glory.

Therefore Phallic Worship is 
the raising up of those Holy 
Fires in Primordial Copulation. 
That of aspirational exhilara
tion, bringing the risen Uraeus, 
through the dance of Divine 
Reality. With the Bird of 
Paradise hovering and winging 
under the eaves of Holy assess
ment

Therefore, this is the PhaJlic 
Consciousness, as the unified 
FIRE within the Fire, being 
bom of ITS Royal Hierarchia1 
influences. The Holy Glory of 
the Divine Supremacy that 
raises the soul up to its god
like unification and Manhood 
manifestation. Tbit is where 
the supreme Sperm of the 
octavial unfolding^ of the re
born Geminian mind, explains 
of the Solar infusrve resusci
tation of the Neptunian Seed.

For, as declared by the 
Divine Ovenhadowance, "She 
came to anoint my body to 
the burying." The Virgin 
bury ini-in the old deliverance 
and giving forth of the new. 
whereby the Cosmic Law h 
reborn, and the World takes 
on a new garment of light. 
The divine Glory of the com
ing of the Christ hence the

LIGHT and comprehension. 
Then the dance of Le Ros be
comes the Vega waltz of the 
Blue Bird, the royal glory of 
unfolding truth. Where true 
Reality of PhaJlic unfoldmcnt 
becomes dearly upon the 
horizon for all who are ready 
to claim their godship.

For Pre-Adamic dust is the 
wealth of the now reborn 
Atomic fulfilmen t  All the 
burnt-out facts of the past 
heights* are now captured and 
re-cemented as the revolving 
trio of Orion unification. 
Burnt-out time is now Sun in 
Scorpio; mind, Fire and 
spirit, in a unified Atomic 
Cycle of Universal Philosophy 
strength. Those who can now 
gather many around them to 
think and enquire. Therefore 
the Seed falling on good 
ground, whereby it bearetfa 
fruit, yea a hundred-fold. 
Thereupon he openeth their 
ears and they become of Word 
androgyneity.

The Divine Ego

THE FIRE has now become 
the MIND carriage, and 

as the Law of Moses, activated 
with the Orion Seed of Relati
vity and sperming creation, 
will the true Phallic conscious
ness also come forth, within 
the Neptunian sensitivity of 
Hlerarchial blessing. The Spirit 
of Divinity had descended up
on him, anointed him and left 
him with the gift of belief and 
prophecy, as the angel touched 
his mouth with live burning 
coaL

The soul was accredited, 
ready to manifest of the Lord, 
with the Uraeus fully extended 
and the Arc atomically born, 
to bring the EYE opened to 
the full. With the Virgin ready 
to send into the soul "the 
acceptable Year of the Lord." 
This was the Divine Mercy of 
Holy compassion, where the 
Royal Glory of Divinity was 
made known to all.

For the Glory to the FIRE, 
is the precinct of the Temple 
and it now the strength of a 
unified Samson Seed. For 
Semton was as the first of the 
Great Fatherhood in the Den
sity of Time, but now the

lift to live, e'en though it be 
in the dung of matter.

True reconstitutional propen
sity of the Source is the Power 
of Atomic gravitation, brought 
to its Divine Point of Holy 
manifestation. Where all be

comes in its unity as the mind 
Plane of the soul.

This is the frog's last jump 
into the mouth of the cosmic 
alligator, as the FIRE within 
the Fire comes forth, and the 
Voice of the LORD speaks. 
All being the Virgin rebirth as 
the supreme electrolysis of 
Egocentric beliet The Glory 
of the FIRE rises up as the 
Passional elevation of de
votional aspiration.

Fire is now the Solar Rela
tivity of the Moon in Taurus 
as the Atom completion, the 
elevated magnitude of Time, 
and would be the forming of 
the Solar Glory into the 
Atomic Aura o f the Royal 
Sovereignty of the Hlerarchial 
seal of Neptunian Grace. The 
Voice of the Divine Unknown 
coming forth in audible Royal 
Glory.

Therefore, the Celestial Con
cordance is Che unification of 
the Atom, with the Divine 
Ego, whereby man and God 
become ONE, as the Yod or 
Atomic might of Becoming. 
The soul becoming as the Yod, 
that he as that interpenetra
tion, would pierce the densest 
of minds, and feed them with 
light

Therefore would be the Cen-
C oncluded  on  p ag e  13
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THE HEALING POWER OF HERBS
b y  W in i fr e d  G h itlia n i

H I-1 KBS urc Nature** remedy and. us tucb, supply a real 
need. When wo were young, few country folk were 
without Elder flower* mid Angelica In their garden*, 

these being dried ond used for medicine und ointments. Elder 
flowers und leaves, with the addition of Peppermint, are a 
well-known remedy for coughs, cold* and influenra, and on 
their own are also good for whoopbig cough und croup* and a 
splendid all-purpose herb for children and adults. It la not 
generally known bow useful the Elder flower Is for ull kidney 
chill* and complaint*, und it is rtunt 'beneficial and soothing 
in sudden attack* of kidney and liver trouble. I have also 
found it good, mixed with other herbs, for the heart.
Angelica is also another ex

cellent all-purpose herb, and 
cun be used u I one or with 
oilier herbs. It is excellent for 
the kidneys, dears the blood, 
und soothes irritation outward
ly and inwardly, as well as 
being a splendid tonic.

Rarely heard of today is 
Pomegranate Bark, which was 
used for clearing catarrh from 
tho womb, and for bowel 
conditions, but mostly for 
dealing with tape-worms. The 
fresh fruit is a wonderful tonic 
and pick-me-up, and dears tho 
intestines and the blood, hav
ing the same effect as the Bark. 
The Bark itself is rather sear
ching, and is better when used 
with oilier herbs.

Sorrel is another good herb 
for all kidney complaints and 
is excellent in cases of fever, 
while the leaves are often used 
in salads. For internal in
flammation and kidney and 
liver troubles we would mix it 
with Elder flowers.

Plantain we found very 
beneficial, when mixed with 
Pilewort and Witch-hazel, in 
the treatment of piles, also for 
diarrhoea and clearing the 
blood. In cases of wasp and 
other insect stings, apply the 
fresh leaves of Plantain, which 
will give instant relief. It grows 
nearly everywhere, on lawns, 
fields, and near farm gates.

We found that Irish Moss 
and Iceland Moss contained 
nutritious and very nourishing 
qualities, being invaluable for 
loss of appetite and digestive 
troubles, and all wasting dis
eases. They are mostly used 
alone, or together for catarrh, 
asthma and bronchitis, also for 
irritating diseases of the 
bladder and kidneys. We had 
some wonderful cures with 
them.

Echinacea Root, a herb 
rarely used today, is a power
ful blood purifier for boils, 
carbuncles and abscesses, both 
internal and external. It aids 
the digestion when used on its 
own, but we found that with 
the addition of Comfrey Root 
it was wonderful for all 
obstinate abscesses and loon 
cleared them up.

The moment we started to 
use these* herb* we becume 
aware of their magical quali
ties, and along with St. John'* 
Wort, f.oon realised they were 
indeed spiritual herb*, and if 
taken regularly they helped 
the spiritual qualities to 
develop and manifest.

With the aid of our clair
voyant vision and spiritual 
helpers, we proved this to be 
so, and the iittic  people’ al
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ways surrounded these herbs; 
we could always see n while 
light hovering over them, and 
they are Indeed mystical herbs; 
this we found out through our 
Invisible helpers In the days 
when we knew little of such 
tilings.

HERBS arc so fascinating, 
and brought up as we 

were among the hedgerows 
and fields, and all of us of 
clairvoyant vision, there is no 
doubt we were more in the 
spirit than out of it, but always 
brought down to earth by our 
mother’s perpetual cry, “Feel 
on the ground, head in the air, 
and earth the wisdom.”

I remember the day when 
we had (he privilege of seeing 
the Deva Kingdom at work. 
Our father was approached by 
the owner of a tomato farm 
who asked him if he would 
inspect one of his glass-houses, 
in which all the plants and 
fruit were withering: it was 
certainly a sad sight to sec.

Our father was asked if he 
could help in any way, and 
sit id he would think about it. 
So we went our way gathering 
Yarrow and Feverfew. Willow 
Kerb and Ragwort were just 
making their appearance. We 
mused over the tomato prob
lem all the time and were 
really astonished that the 
farmer should have approach
ed us.

Our mother and astrology 
brother radiated power, but 
our father was n born philo
sopher and would take any
thing on. He held to the view 
that humanity was one whole 
in various Mages of growth, 
f r o m  mineral, vegetable, 
human, and the Divine, and 
that there was One Life, One 
I ialit, One Power and One 
Whole. Moreover, although we

CLASSIF IED
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knew it not, we were all born 
healers.

We were all sitting in our 
favourite spot, in a well loved 
Acid, having our food and 
lei ting our thoughts dwell on 
the farmer** tomato problem, 
and while meditating what to 
do, we found as usual. In the 
midst of Silence, the Heart of 
Truth.

Suddenly, with one accord, 
ull of us were caught up In the 
Spirit and our consciousness 
raised, and we all knew In that 
moment that the tomuto plants 
hud been healed instantaneous
ly ns cun happen in any 
human compluinl. Nevertheless 
W’c were advised by our Spirit 
Helper* to fill a tin with water 
from n nearby spring, then 
leave it for three hour* In the 
Noonday Sun, and leave the 
rest to them.

Very reverently we approach
ed the glass nouse on our 
journey back; there was no 
one about, so we entered in. 
Suddenly we were all in the 
Spirit and came upon a scene 
oi wondrous beauty and indus
try. There were Great Devas 
and Angels, Fairies and Elves, 
and all the Nature Spirits.

(See plate on this page)
Our father made the first 

movement, and as instructed, 
gave the plants the magnetised 
w ater; then our mother 
followed with the ’blessing of 
the plants and fruits.'

While this was being done, 
little Dwarfs und Elves worked 
the water into the roots, often 
disappearing down to the roots 
in the ground to give strength 
to them. Then the Fairies 
impregnated the flowers and 
fruit with rays of colour, this 
being part of their work. The 
Angels and Devas, and other 
Spirit beings, were blessing and 
healing: music was abound,
and all was beauty, healing 
and harmony.

All the tomato plants were 
healed—and is a true fact—as 
eighteen years afterwards, al
though the farmer had many 
glass houses, the plants in this 
particular one were never 
attacked again.

Our father's fume grew 
more and more, but we all 
knew we were just channels 
through which the Power 
flowed. Father was a born 
healer and master psychologist, 
though he knew it not, and 
one day had another request, 
this time in connection with o 
water-cress farm.

We implied the same techni
que a* in the case of the 
tomato farm, und in the midst 
of Silence, a* our conscious
ness was raised, the water-cress 
was healed there and then.

We worked as a team, yet 
always individually, and this

time we could follow the 
proctsft. Evcrvthing work* by 
Spiritual Law and with mathe
matical exactness, if one 
applies the correct principle*.

★  ★  ★

IN my last article 1 dealt with 
m  the dangers of profuse 

menstiuation and flooding, 
and stressed the need to use 
the riaht herbs. At best thexe 
conditions need professional 
treatment, as no two caves are 
alike. The main thing is to stop 
the blood flow, and then deal 
with the healing of the trouble.

A very good remedy for 
stopping the haemorrhage is 
the use of Ladies Mantle on its 
own, which is fairly safe to 
use. Never use kidney herbs, 
as sad experience has taught 
me that it tends to force things. 
When the flow has stopped. 
Red Clover, Gentian Root and 
Violet Leaves can be given.

also Vervain, a little Uva Ursi, 
or any tonic herbs, and then 
Irish and Iceland Moss with 
Saw Palmetto and Powdered 
Kola Nut which helps to give 
nourishment after the wasting.

In cases of monthly irregu
larities, obstructions, and fe
male disorders generally, we 
found that a very good remedy 
was to give equal parts of 
Mugwort, Southernwood and 
Pennyroyal, or Mugwort, Tan
sy and Rue. With Raspberry 
Leaves added, this is a good 
remedy for treating conditions 
due to the menopause. 
Motherwort is another herb 
which can be added for all 
female weaknesses.

For valvular disease of the 
heart tho herb Lily of the 
Valley is well recommended, 
and if Hawthorn Berries and 
Kola Nut (usually in powder
ed form) are added, is marvell
ous for muscular weakness of 
the heart and is a powerful 
tonic, which is greatly helped 
by Comfrey Root. All this we 
found out by trial and error, 
and with tho aid of our 
Spiritual Helpers.

Another valuable herb was 
Figwort for ulcers, boils and 
carbuncles, especially for bad 
legs. It needs other herbs 
added, and Chickwecd and 
Red Clover go well with it, 
as well as Woundwort

I am merely once again 
showing the uses of the same 
old herbs with others. One is 
never finished with learning.

For liver, gall, jaundice, and 
dyspepsia conditions, we used 
a lot of Centaury and Bar
berry Bark with Fennel and 
Aniseed, although we always 
found the gall-stone cure much 
more gentle and often a 
quicker cure ; Blue Flag Root, 
Juniper Berries and Parsley 
Pier! especially. Fleabane is 
another very good herb for 
kidneys, ana a splendid tonic 
at well. All the herbs can be

substituted b\ other* which 
have the same proper tnv

For dealing with all worni- 
trouble conditions wc found, 
after much experience, that 
Southernwood and Pomegran
ate B.irk were most cflicacious, 
also Yellow Dock Root with 
Uva Ursi.

A herb which \\c found very 
useful, but difficult to get now, 
wax Fringe Tree Root Bark. 
It is a powerful Nerve Tonic, 
and good for all kidney 
troubles, also magically cures 
Jaundice. Though I still say 
that Blue Flag Root is gentler 
and better. -

Sometimes, as the Summer 
wore on, we would come upon 
Hops growing wild. We always 
gathered these, and when dried, 
our mother who had a tenden
cy to suffer from insomnia, 
would make a Hop pillow to 
sleep upon, and with Hops, 
Cowslip Flowers, SculJcap. 
Valerian and Mistletoe made 
up to drink, found this a 
wonderful cure.

There is no doubt about it, 
Scullcap is a superb herb, and 
together with Mistletoe and 
Valerian, this makes the finest 
nerve cure of all. Yet again, 1 
have found it had no effect on 
some people, and substituted 
such herbs as Gentian Root, 
Borage herb. Lime Flowers and 
Lily of the Valley, which 
worked like a charm. Common 
sense and balance at all times 
is needed, and if one herb 
treatment does not suit, try 
another.

To revert back to Hons, 
these arc a valuable tonic for 
stomach and nerves, and for 
indigestion, and are a splendid 
remedy on their own for 
dealing with worms, but Red 
Clover can be added if desired. 
We used it a great deal, often 
adding dried orange peel.

In the days I am speaking 
of there were a lot more 
consumptive cases than there 
arc today, and we used Nettle 
Seed as distinct from the herb, 
together with Irish Moss, 
Iceland Moss, Bladderwrack, 
and many other herbs, and wc 
had many cures. Sow Palmetto 
and Kola Nut wc followed on 
with to build the body up and 
revitalise and stimulate.

Wc used many herbal 
remedies for the eyes as a 
lotion and to be taken inter
nally, and had great success 
from Clary or Salvia, Eye- 
bright, Rosemary and Lily of 
the Valley. Elder Flowers are 
very soothing and have a tonic 
effect on the eyes, especially 
tired eyes.

Queens' Delight Root, not 
often heard of today, is a good 
aperient and has strong tonic 
properties, especially if mixed 
with Liverwort and Peruvian 
Bark and Gentian Root, being 
better mixed with other herbs ; 
it is splendid for catarrh of 
the womb, lazy bowels and 
bowel trouble generally.

Another herb wc had much 
success with was Lily Root, or 
White Pond Lily Root as it 
used to be known. This we 
used for internal haemorrhage, 
and brought wonderful results 
when used as a lotion for bad 
and ulcerated legs.

Anaemia is a most difficult 
condition to cure, as it varies 
in different people. So we 
never treated two cases alike, 
but we had much success with 
Barberry Bark, Agrimony, 
Yellow Dock, Periwinkle. Red 
Clover, Peruvian Bark, Violet 
Leaves, and many other herbs. 
Use in equal parts any one or 
more of the herbs.

Wc loved Mother Nature, 
and She loved u« as wc were 
seeking herbs to heal, and 
many were the Wonders She 
showed and revealed to us a* 
our spiritual eyes were opened 
more and more. We received 
of the Eternal Truths, and 
had many a peep behind the 
scenes, and during our years 
of experimenting and dispens
ing we must have used nearly 
every herb under the Sun.
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THEOCRATIC INAUGURATION
as the Birth of the Atomic Mind

by The Lord Hierarch o f  Scorpio
T h m  art extracts taken from the Lecture given at the S.U .P.H . an Wednesday, Srd December, 

1169. Sentences In Italics are these that were chosen from the Lecture of the previous Sunday, to 
be given greater and mere simplified eiplanatlen.

M E R O P E ’S  O PENING  P R A Y E R

GREAT Divine Spirit, again we gather together, that we cun make enquiry into the Word, 
and look into the depthi of its Wisdom. That we can be worthy of the great 
responsibility that is being pluccd upon our shoulders, to become the fore-runners of 

the Race Elect j to go forth as a Stream, to encourage and incite all others to follow onto 
the New Path, the Path that will lead them upwards and onwards into Vega. So tonight once 
aguin we seek to be guided and led into the depths of the Word, and we seek of this in 
the name of Love and Service. Amen.

The M aster then  
M a n ifes ted .
¥)EA CE be unto you all.
*  Again We gather around 
you, to assist you and to lead 
you, so that others can follow 
and And the courage to carry 
on the prototype being set by 
you. So again let us look into 
the Word, as there was much 
of importance set into motion 
on the Sabbath, when the 
Inauguration of Theocracy was 
fixed, and great wealth and 
great possibilities were estab
lished.

It is very difficult to try and 
give to you Earth mortals the 
importance of what takes 
place in vibration. You expect 
to see so much that is of an 
earthy nature, that is of a 
form vibration, when really it 
b  a conclusion of colour, of 
thought, a vibration that has 
fulfilled itself and b  ready for 
the next unfoldmenL

As a result of this Inaugura
tion of the Great Powers of 
Spirit, Theocracy has now be
come a firmly establbhed fact 
upon the Earth. Nobody will 
be able to pass it by, nobody 
will be able to ignore it, for it 
b  a part of every soul. It b  
radiating in the air, it b  in the 
breeze, it b  in the storm, it b  
in the Rays of the Solar Light, 
and it b  in the darkness of 
the night; it b  completely 
establbhed and every man now 
has it within himself.

★ ★ ★

NOW the part we have 
chosen from the Sabbath 

Lecture is a very difficult part, 
so we will see what we can do 
with it, and as you listen, I 
will endeavour to impress into 
your minds the very depths of 
its Being. Take note of the 
drawing that is shown here, for 
it is Merope trying to express 
how she saw what had taken 
place.

Breath is silent divine wor
ship, that of the perpendi
cular gyratic aspirational 
belief, as the soul sits and 
thinks and aspires. ..

. . .  where its purified con
verging and pitch-blending 
relationship, is the pre
breath ratio of the revolv

ing Atomic wake of the 
now rotating NORM.
So you take in of the Breath 

and unify it with the Word 
that you are studying. Then as 
you believe, you allow it to 
rise and swell and curl, and 
dance up to try and find the 
point. But as you think and 
send up your aspiration, you 
must try and get a width of 
vision, to give unto the Word 
its octavial rise.

(See plate on this page)
This is where you are going 

to become expansive, dancing 
from your logical Gemini 
mind, which so many are held 
by, into the expansive glory of 
Sagittarius. You are going to 
wing the arrow, and this is one 
of the great mysteries, whereby 
the soul wings the arrow and 
tries to run faster than the 
arrow in flight The mind and 
the Fire racing together to 
capture the point, and even 
trying to reach beyond it, to 
capture yet greater.

This is where the recon
stitutional light becomes 
the Virgin’s reactivating 
NORM, the revolution of 
the infinity.
So you have got to realise 

that when all this is set into 
motion, the pineal gland 
rotates, not physically, but 
vibrationally, in change. Thus 
the new light causes it to 
become the new NORM, with 
the revolving of the infinity 
from the depths to the 6th 
chakra.

For the unification is the 
Theocratic inauguration of 
the Fontanelle, with the 
wholeness of the final tail 
of the kundalini aspira
tion, consummating the 
Virgin Word.
So what you see as the 

pinnacle point of that spiral, 
goes up into the Fontanelle 
and becomes the Theocratic 
inauguration. The kundalini 
Fire spins up the spine, 
changing all the chakras, all 
the nagas, and brings light to 
the whole of the soul.

For as the rotation fulfills 
its quest, the belief be
comes a living tangible 
creation. That being fully 
inaugurated into the fluidic 
acceptance of the soul 
propensity.
Now you have got to really 

realise that all this takes place 
while your mind is trying to 
think. These states are the 
changing of the different 
creations within y o u ; the 
changing vibrations, the chang
ing over of the glandular fluid, 
and the protoplasm in the 
blood, which is the etheric 
body. That is the etheric body, 
the protoplasm of the blood ; 
that which is ever changing its 
function. But there are so 
many other parts that have to 
change as w ell; the mitotic 
spindle has to spin faster, and 
the chromosomes have to try 
and light up.

Therefore here can be seen 
of how the Virgin’s celes
tial Hierarchial Etheric 
mind can read the message 
upon the Atomic screen of

THE SHIP OF DREAM S  
DISE high,! Rise high ! my 
** Ship of Dreams, and sail 
the Cosmic Ocean wide. Let 
none impede thy sacred path, 
let none hold back thy wings 
in flight. Thou art the 
Chalice of my mind, the 
Chosen Vessel of my 
thoughts. Go forth into those 
Realms Divine, and bring me 
back a Sun-swept Child of 
GOD ! (See text In col. 2).

the mind, and render to 
the Master that which is 
His.
So as this is all blended up, 

the Etheric mind is able to 
read it all and blend up with 
it, and send up as light so that 
the Master can receive it in the 
Great Solar Light.

The dance of the Virgin, 
discarding the seven veils, 
and demanding the head 
of John the Baptist upon 
a p'at ter, is the consan
guinity of the blood, 
carrying the message far 
and wide.
The Virgin demanding the 

head of John the Baptist is, 
of course, representing the 
change-over of the mind.

For altruistic radiation is 
the true Hierarchial man
agement. when that of 
constant Virgin thought is 
ever being infused upon 
the regenerative Yod, as 
the Fontanelle. Thereby

electrifying the whole of 
the plana into Theocratic 
d i v i n e  consciousness. 
Bringing LIG H T and Holy 
reborn belief to every 
particle o f the being. For 
aspirational adoration Is 
the Fl~A ME within the 
Flame, whereby all is re
created with the Fire o f 
/  /  ierarcliial comprehen - 
slon, and becomes of the 
b'ue-print manifestation of 
the new Law. Here is 
where the final reverence 
of Darius is now the burn
ing Desire o f the Orion 
Warrior's struggle, as by 
comprehension, the gyratic 
rise becomes the light of 
the Atomic VOID, in the 
revolving glory o f the 
infinity.
(See plate on page 7)

The Orion Warrior is the 
Aries creation of Mars, who 
has been struggling with the 
wisdom, but now through the 
Virgin bringing the great 
wealth in the heights, and the 
means whereby the thoughts 
can change, he has had every
thing set for him, and the 
whole of the soul is alight with 
the new belief, whereby he 
can now go forth and put it 
into operation.

Thus the Solar Atomicised 
Breath is now the spermed 
Waters of the re-inaugurat
ed might of the Hierarchial 
Source, the internal depths 
of the etheric body.
So now this is pointing out 

that the etheric body, the 
conscious mind, the Word, 
and the Breath, have all now 
been blended up, and the 
Warrior state of the soul is 
now going forward in all 
belief, to put it into operation. 
He has also got to now tread 
it into the Earth, he has got 
to live it.

Where the Fired supreme 
mystery becomes the whole 
consuming Passion of the 
Orion Warrior’s electrified 
embrace.
Now that is what most of 

you will not do, get electrified. 
The Word stays as just a cold 
dead creation, instead of an 
embracing, dancing, radiation 
of new Thought.

For the whole of his being 
is radiating with Atomic 
immensity, driving the 
mitotic spindles into ac
celerated light. While the 
Arc is now becoming a 
sparking radiance of hea
venly glory, fed and 
activated by the Virgin in 
her reborn belief.
The Virgin is the Venus side 

of the mind, she is the one 
now that is dancing.

For the re-fired intensity 
of the blood is now 
accelerating the whole of 
the Chakra propensity of 
the awakening soul with 
supreme new life. As it 
does so, will it awaken the 
pre-fired positive non- 
humid heat of the World 
of pre-Adamic Dust.
That which was bom before 

Time, that which was at the 
very foundation of the soul, is 
now brought into being once 
again as the positive creation 
of the Divine manhood.

The mighty wealth of 
Atlantis, o f which the soul 
holds of the basic roots, 
which have already been 
stirred into life. For all 
that which is created to
day, stems from this 
mighty unseen creation of 
wonders. Dynamic magni
tude, of which only the 
preliminary has yet been 
brought forth.
Man has not seen yet what 

is going to be born within him. 
Man has not touched it, he is 
only just awakening out of the 
slumbers of the dead state he 
is buried into.

T bis ii  the complete 
the I mo-nucleus of the re
born Fired Atomic Being, 
he now horn o f Holy 
spermed Fire. That receiv
ed from the centralised 
intensity o f the Source, 
and o f which soul is 
radiating o f its conforming 
fiery Rays to all the 
surrounding Portals o f the 
Universe. For not only is 
the soul a world unto 
Itself, but the means of 
transforming the whole of 
the Universe by the mas
tering o f the Elements, 
and the embracing o f the 
higher Law in the depths. 
Thereby all becomes o f 
the Intense activity o f the 
Fired intent o f the Hierar
chial anticipation. Where 
the whole o f the A tomic 
pu'satory Fiery Hierar
chial World prepare their 
Theocratic blueprint crea
tion in an intense accelera
ted sensitivity. by a com
pulsory drive.
This is known as Atomic 
pre-dynamics, the Holy 
Roya'ty o f infused Divine 
purpose o f  C o s m o - 
ga’actical intent. T h a t  
which becomes the burning 
Desire o f the soul to now 
live and radiate Hierar
chial attunement. and ex
pand into an electrified 
state of activity, whereby 
the Hierarchs are mani
festing through their ex
uberance. The soul becom
ing a fitting carrier for 
these Mighty Ones to 
exhibit their dynamic 
Glory.
For the whole of the Breath 

is that of the Hierarchs coming 
down from the Great Ethers, 
and become living Hierarchs 
within the soul, entering within 
the blood; and as you receiv
ed of the Christos within the 
blood, now it is receiving the 
Hierarchs. So man cannot get 
out of it. The Hierarchs now 
are within your blood, and 
that is what is causing the 
whole of the changing sub
stance, the changing rebirth, 
that now is taking place.

★  ★  ★

NOW let us see if some of 
you can ask questions or 

bring new Thoughts.
Q .. . Master, it looks as if 
aspiration is the key force to 
reach the Neptunian reality.
A .. • It is, the soul alive, the 
soul creating, the soul believ
ing, the soul dancing in 
elevated thought.
Q .. .  The Breath must be the 
great passional glory of the 
soul that has been transmuted 
into mind light, and Merope 
has now so spun it up that 
she has brought the Hierar
chial consciousness into being. 
A .. • Yes, that is righL She 
brought all this into birth.
Q .. .  So when we talk about 
having the protoplasm within 
our blood, the Hierarchs des
cending in the Breath are the 
Great Protoplasmic Essence of 
the Cosmos, the MIND Essen
ce of Divinity.
A .. .  Yes that is righL Now 
you might say, “We!! I can't 
do this, I have got this to do, I 
have got that to do.” Just try 
and think of Merope. Twenty- 
four hours a day, hardly being 
able to move at all. She sits 
and thinks, she sits and 
creates, and believes that what 
she is doing is for a Cosmic 
Task.

She believes in her sacrifice, 
she knows that by sacrificing 
herself, everything can be plac
ed into operation. But she also 
knows that she had to lose the 
use of her legs in the rebirth, 
in order to carry the Load.
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groove* mo looper e ta  A ry t o t  
in dark places, because Acre 
are no  dark placet any more. 
Q . . .  This is where M etope's 
eJffons have brought about a 
deansing unbeknown to man 
himself, which to preparatory 
to the New World.
A .. .  T hat it quite true. Every 
man it going to  be his own 
judge and jury.
Q. . .T h is  to where Mcrope 
cleansed the whole of the 
eAerie creation, not only of 
mankind but of the universe. 
A . . .  Yea, of Ae Cosmos, that 
it  quite true.
Q . . .  As A e established the 
Light so it cleansed the etheric 
creation. So every man's 
genius within his unfoldment 
to there now in its corrected 
G lory, so A at though it may 
have been imprinted by him 
in an unsolved realisation, by 
the cleansing of the Etheric 
into Light the beauty of what 
he originally imprinted to 
there for the asking, for him 
io bring to Light as part of 
the Glory o f the Fatherhood. 
A . . .  Yes that is quite true and 
very * c 0  put.
Q . . .  Master, one talks of the 
‘p latter/ and A e handing up 
of Ae head of John the Bap
tist. is this not Ae rebirth in 
Theocratic Inauguration o f Ae 
Virgin Blood, in the prc-Fired 
state of the lymphatic blood, 
where the Virtue is perceived 
in all its crystalline Glory as 
the Light comes forth.
A . . .  Yes, A at is quite true.
Q . . .  And is where A e Virgin 
bolds the Fire for its Electroly
sis Im print into Creation, so 
that the Fire is never ex
pressed save as A e stamp of 
Divine Electrolysis.
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dangklrr was V enus; Herod 
m  Saturn. wbo bad got to 
A  changed, and Ae mother, 
w ho seemed to A  doing all 
A  mischief, ftp the mother 
down in the depths in A  
fo urth bouse. If 1 g r t  If to 
you like A al you «iD have a 
better comprchendon of iL
Q —  May 1 suggest too Mas
ter. the mother in one tense 
was the oid Virgin's face, so 
that in the suggestion of tak
ing o f the bead, automatically 
brought in Salome as the danc
ing Virgin.
A .. .  That is right. Ae new 
daughter. This it  bow your 
Bible should A  read. They arr 
scriptural legends: they have 
used history in a wav, but A  
names in A  Bible hare  
nothicg whatever to do with 
history. History is Ae foun
dation of your etheric body, 
the roots of ro a r  etheric and 
all of this has to be blossomed. 
So when Mcrope brings small 
particles of if in Ae Lectures, 
then you ore blossoming of 
your Bible.
Q . . .  Master, A e head on the 
platter, does A  is not symbolise 
the mortuary meal.
A ...Y e a , A at is the mortuary 
meal, everything is buried-in. 
Some of you want to try and 
get some of these points out 
of your Bible. The New Testa
ment is what has got to  be 
lived, it has never been Bred 
a t all. not even as A e roots, 
but in Ae Old Testament are 
the roots that have been 
established in your etheric 
body.
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A it, and she controls A  
whole of ibe H m archial 
Wealth, as a Vibronic Creation.
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Health from Herbs
VERBALISM  is the oldest healing art in the world. Its history

be traced back through the civilisations of Rome, Greece. Assyria 
and Babylon, and even beyond* Herbs are foods ae rell as medicines, 
and build up the general health of the same lime as they care any 
specific disease. Unlike drugs, which are inert* they art made from 
organic material instead of inorganic substances, and form an active or 
living medicine.

Here at the School we have a large quantity of loose herbs in stock, 
which normally will readily provide for all our requirements. However. 
we have listed below some of our more popular herbal pills* specially 
prepared for those who find them more convenient to take t* this form, 
during the hustle and bustle of their daily occupation.
Nerve Pills.
Heart Pills.
Catarrh & Sinus POLs.
Eye Pills (Cataract etc.). 
Laxative Pills.
Garlic PUls. (Blood* chest). 
Bronchial Pills.

Blood Cleansing PUls.
Tonic Pills.
Kidney Pills.
Womb <£- Stomach Cleansers. 
Anti-Obesity PUls.
Buchu Pills. (Bladder* sinmu). 
Kelp Tablets. (Thyroid).
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> peak mg column to rv n iu sc t a|H>fl the Abstract 
Ire tunc. For I kj>c received so BJRy p i t f f j u f  

comments rv p rd ir i  them, they really b i e  encouraged me. 
But ibis brine the t e tu a in t  oC the New \  ear. and a very 
h ifo r tu it  one. 1 >'bh a happy studying to all of sou ncaJSy 
zealou> enquirers. The* being the binding up of the personal 
Relativity, where sou either become alight, o r remain in the 
old world of dead states. So work hard on the Abstract, so 
that sou dissolve the concrete mind body, and ever manifest 
through the Abstract and sour perception.

The present lecture b  indeed one that "iH  require careful 
handling, because it is dealing more with the World of tomorrow, when soul " ill  have taken 
oa of his future god creation. And furthermore, the lecture is dealing with the Divine 
Scorpionic Fire, not the se \ fibre that man only knows. The former being of the soul who 
bus r te n  up kb  mind onto the Mind Plane of Neptunian creation. He bus n a n  up (be 
Spirit and has bis* blood now fired with Hierarchml attunement.

Actually every soul is in this 
position, but not consciously 
aware of »t. or of the royalty 
ha*m< been allotted unto him.
He that has 4wakened. is one 
who has become aware of the 
true meaning of Phaiiic Wo p  
ship.

Where he has awakened to 
the true Occult meaning of 
hie. and seeks to carry on 
from where he. as a  god. fell 
into the depths of mind coot- 
prehension and desire. Thus 
opened himself up to the 
Divine inflow, awakened hx>
Ethcnc. and flooded his con
scious mind with comprehend
SftOCL

Then with the wisdom par
taken. perceives the polarised 
possibility. and spiffs up to its 
unfolding glory, through his 
passional depth'* driving his 
aspiration.

(See pfute on pax* 9)

The Divine Heritage

IT  was through the soul's 
tall into the depths, that 

life look on a different turn, 
and procreation was not bv 
the mind, but physical copula
tion. But those who mentally 
have risen up out of this dun
geon of darkness, must realise 
as 1 do, that with so much 
disease, ugliness and distortion, 
something a  wrung somewhere
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creation, and take on the 
position of King, lb os become 
a scapegoat. This appears to be 
S a i l  but realty is the Saul 
vide of Sonnrl, and the first 
King took over.

But bis task was not to war 
and master the tribes, bat the 
unfolding spiritual growth, 
which was still warm with 
them regarding their lost heri
tage. Thereby preparing the 
way for the Nation to follow, 
and was the tree work of the 
ruling monarch. This is where 
the Divine Right of Kings 
really comes into being.

Then it was that David as 
the Spirit, started to  rise up. 
and this is where you see him 
trying to raise up the Arc from 
boose to house. With Saul as 
the red passions ever pursuing 
him. But eventually he did get 
the Arc up to Bethshemssh. 
the Mouse of Plenty, and set 
up the first warrior-ship stale 
of the maid. But this was hard, 
for Saul’s task was to become 
9% Paul, which in the end he 
will have to become.

David as the king state of 
the soul, laboured hard, only 
to find at the end of his life 
that he had lost his Fires. Then 
the transformation that follows, 
lies in the depths of his son 
or mind creation, which having 
risen up, takes over of his 
godhead, and all becomes 
transformed mto Solomon, the 
son of the Sun. Then it was 
that vast Powers were brought 
down, when the soul should 
have become alight.

But all was too young and 
in its first creation, and the 
Solomon creation turned all 
mlo The Templars and Free
masonry. From then all went 
wild, even though Moses had 
set the path and written the 
Five Book.v of the Pentateuch, 
which was instructing man. 
bow to create the inner for
mation of bis internal Temple.

Nothmg of the Bible was 
really to do with material 
matiers, or even history, but 
the Utter rust used as the 
mean* of preparing the proto
type, and of the Patriarchs 
sack*>g to lead the people with 
the Word. For the Word is 
God. that created of HIS Fee. 
when a soul devours, foods and 
fires Him with I »fe-giving 
elevation

Ibe Royalty of the Solar 
■ufU lc«s<f, Is the aspiration- 
d  acale of the reborn Atomic 
Seed, for now. all Is upon the 
electrified reality of the SonfYt 
rad iv D jak s. That which 
penetrates and stirs, everybody 
lain action. Thai which Is Che 
firry  activity that penetrate* 
the kin ad, and become* the 
hdased DCs laity Interpenetrat
ing the Plana* of Che blood, 
I hie Is where form Is dissolved, 
and vibration rapiarne the 
•aCidlfied bodies with at amir 
i $ i m i pi lb Power, as the 
M )m d a f iid  ftUwpfcfp of 
Divinity •>

Par Ward Is constructed 
from Divine Infiow, hewer le 
divine power in be ambnfialed 
la  whatever degree paatiMe. 
by f i r  accordance of the ra n -  
prehension. All Is ew ad ee v  
asm bare ant of Alafimrt 
royalty, and would be Central 
hem awareonm of i  ampreben 
rira  Nepumlaa rn itari. As e 
m n  an think* and toetieeea. 
dne* be draw down from f i e n  
R d w  Ponses of I n e f i  of 
then ghenaamesa.

IW n ae the Snow Msedan 
ggaags farrit, tmmt ha warm 
add aeCrvatr d min fiamrod 
rrinrfh. Non t n u i  laid f i a  
fnumfetmw vary vVisfia. I 
eapedd hke ha add f i d  ae w  
fde ama siarisd. hv enab, n d  
H a ftaf to gafiarato Bed

wmrid fsarii ffia and dMf dri
IHMM0MI tfcf Krikl H

m  H
|m e  hy liarepa and f i
rr irh rrtw  and f f i p e n

Af (toe prnwwt mmw*ei 
f efiharv h  for rM e n l  trim

seeks to take over of initiating 
himself into priesthood, where 
be seeks to raise up his mind 
onto the newly created Plane 
of the MIN'D. No longer is it 
the Plane of Earth, but the 
Plane of the Atomic M IND, 
where as a soul becomes ready, 
be wQJ pull out, and start to 
initiate himself under Divine 
Husbandry.

This Is where the past is 
being polarised by the Scape
goat, but also any other soul 
who awakens sufficiently to 
perceive Che rhyme a ad reason. 
A ad there are plenty who ore 
treking to get away from an 
over-gorging in **red wine,** 
and realtor now the glory of 
the mind. That to what this 
School has been teaching for 
the past twenty years, mod I 
will stale ruo*i emphatically 
that there to no danger, as so 
many seek to state.

Yet with those who do not 
find ihnnirlvfi ready, must 
the union only be by true Altar 
ritual of IjO V E, not lust. This 
is shown very cl aa fly m
Matthew |2 t where Che Christed 
elevation advmrs that man a 
abundance si bis bar vast, and 
that 14 was not wrong in p iu t  
ill* anrs of corn on the a a ^  
hath. That a ,  bring forth of 
d u e  esoberamu at tha Altar, 
even though (bey be not randy.

The New Testament bring 
the H ard  far tbe fhcull-wise. 
Bed M to clearly bring shown. 
Cbto to wbert a  soul who 
awahans, r a m m w  rid  Ideas* 
and take* aa  af f i t  new, Ibto 
to where lb* New H  arid 
b a f ia . and where everybody 
now can M p  Merape by tbe 
Hash* ehe has created.

fl will also acewool fur why 
fiv ft Is aa a»u«t* being fried at 
the prevent moment regarding 
arc <wattics, lacladlag sseffiton- 
flow, wfilth la f i r  ra*e of a 
meat* sHR rasulr la bhn toning 
any power of perception, and 
taking on fin riede of I  t t n  
•rrind hedl, f i d  takes OB (tor 
m /m  of g bariaek

The Ether Fires

SO now let us turn to the 
lecture of Divine Scorpion

ic Fire as the Bird of Paradise, 
the Word of Fired heavenly 
wisdom. It was soon after 1 
had started this Path and 
announced that tbe Constella
tion of Scorpio had entered 
into the vicinity of the Central

Sun, that the scientists announ
ced of such. This was the first 
step towards raising up the 
Fire back to Divinity. Once I 
did this by belief and declara
tion, Divinity was made Holy 
again.

Then by living a life of 
celibacy and renunciation, 1 
trod in what I believed, and 
caused the Word to become 
filled with FIRE. This to why 
so many declare that the read
ing of the G aiette alone, 
brings heeling to them. Every 
soul to breathing in the Breath 
of the Ifriy Fire, every soul’s 
Need to alive with Flee, that of 
Divinity, with Divine FIRE as 
the centre point to he captured.

By man following the lectur
es, which apart froim the Ind* 
mm article in the G u ttle  can 
all he obtained from the 
School, can he be shown the 
way to pass through the 
tfutiations of Divine Husband
ry. Yef the major and fore
most, is in the driving Bull, the

r u l  I I I i t  of v c | f .  I n i l a b o u r
and r a s r t o «  of the batid, until
Vanu « ,  to)i (he Wisdom mill-
( / n i lid. tomB U M aa thg Virgin,
and la to o aif* n1 the heights.
T h a re as i t o t  c . * n i v  t« m i a mind,
s h e to  f o i l y mWiike nod sad he-

Hie lea dee and creator

New for ito first ttone in 
evary soul fb< I  Itorrs of the 
Brvrib when partaken. nail*  
fari the llterartbs wiihta the 
Mood, and to the means af 
(Waning top Ito depths of the 
Wsrid. Thto to the retry of 
T bm iran  lata man bhnatlf, 
wheel  they rule the mind on- 
faidmrel.

T H E  H IN G IN G  M IN D

I ft FUSED by the wisdom el Universal Philosophy, the soul wings 
hi# mine into Plants of unknewn possibilities. Far «he Vega 

Causeway el Abstract magnificence has opened up to his unfold
ing consciousness, and drawn him Irretrievably Into Its Source of 
polarising intensity, the might and glory of Hierarchial Invulner
ability. (bee text on page I , col. I | .
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F or man now is becoming 
his own judge and jury, by him 
being revealed and brought to 
book where necessary, and 
accounts for the many evils of 
life being revealed, whether 
tbe money fiends are in con
trol or noL This is where 
Theocracy' is ruling, for tbe 
whole World is alight with 
FIRE, and being of the Posi
tive creation, that set into 
operation by Merope, only 
right can prevail. So as I go on 
sending out tbe Wave-band of 
New Truth, more and more is 
light coming to tbe depths.

I feel sure that just in this 
alone, it will help the zealous 
soul to get the lecture absorb
ed. The major thing is, not to 
bring all beauty down to form, 
but the initiate studying to 
perceive the meaning in the 
Words, then he will keep up 
on the Abstract.

For man has within his 
Etheric Body the Abstract and 
Concrete mind, so when tbe 
Breath comes down through 
the Etheric, which are the in
ternal seven bodies, instead of 
bringing it down to the lowest, 
seek to draw out on the 
Abstract by the aid of the 
wisdom being given to you in 
the lecture.

This I feel is the plane of 
Venus, whereby the Virgin can 
at once become enceinte with 
the new idea. This is the 
second C hakra .. .

7

T IIE  T C H A K R A S

T H E Y  a r t  I h i w n  m a r k e d  
b y  t h a  " f l o w e r * "  m t  

n u m b e r e d  1 to  7,  t h a  7 b e in g  
r u fa tf  b y  M a r t .  V s n u i ,  M e r 
c u r y .  l a t u m ,  J u p l t a r ,  U r a n u s  
a n d  N a p  t u n a .

Tho S p h t t t l  S o d  too m
A .  C e r v i c a l .  ■  D s r s a i .
C .  L u m b a r .  0 .  t a c r a l .

( .  C a c e v x .

. . .  a rul links with thet m any
expression* o f Love.

11wrs fore. when yc»u find
tha lecture speak t

(hi
of the

SOU/Ilc. per t o 1vc o f i low er
SOilfl,« from  iihe P*St, uniting
with the Source o f  the heights.
This is w here (he d#|M hi of
the c s u d i r i mn.t h o Id the
seed of (he *vul in (he spiosl
fluid, •4 rul 1 SUpfVwe would
.itulluni for the med boo1 w orld
tlklflit/ a f  lum ber (s i In 1u rc '. to
•eak min the hivloiry o f (he

Wihen w het iv in the end of
tin 1tad unfitsi with t  head.
this i\ where Ihe toml gets s
i , . i.id r e v o l tkng of p.ssl and
pressan new t torn Hit hi

When this can be performed, 
dance in the beauty of the 
Words, live in the beauty of 
their Rhythm, and become ele
vated up to the very highest. 
This is living by the Spirit and 
not the form, for in the lecture 
it is perceived how David 
climbed the ladder of spiritual 
ascendancy by his prayers. 
These are seen as Psalms, the 
Song of Degrees as he brings 
sensitivity to his unfolding 
spinal column.

Yet now, all that o f the past 
has been polarised, but most 
of the lecture explains itself. 
The only point I feel I can 
help you with really, is that of 
Pre-Adamic Dust. It is that 
creation before Adam, when 
ail was merely Dust, which 
was waiting to be created into 
life.

The Neptunian Mind

THE point to  come to now, 
is how to  put Into opera

tion of this mighty mystery, as 
it is obvious that the inflowing 
Fire became sex fire in being 
brought down so low by the 
gods in the beginning. Thus 
the beginning of man, and the 
instructions at the beginning of 
Genesis. But now in being 
raised up in unification by 
Merope, and the moment of 
Relativity arriving, humanity 
has been imploded up onto 
the Virgin Plane of a reborn 
mind.

This to where every soul is 
ready to start off on the New 
Path of the mind. Not being 
turned into u robot by the 
scientists, but being led back 
up to the heights hy the Divine 
Hierarchs, that of Theocracy. 
This now is the full isotope 
fulness of the Holy Fire and 
Solar Glory having taken over 
of the Race. Divinity and 
Theocracy are now ruling, hut 
the first throes have been ha 
driving the negative states of 
evil out of the pot of the 
earth.

All will be weeded out, and 
then mind* will be so reformed 
by the llierarchlal inflow, that 
man will embrace with both 
hands. Thto to where the Atom 
ha all Its multifarious creation 
w ilt through the Neptunian 
Virgin mind creation, seek for 
the royalty of Aldebaran, and 
not the gourmet stale of the 
Hull. Yel It will be the Bull, 
the driving creation of the 
soul, who will sperm the Theo
cratic polarity of Time with 
separative forethought.

Thto to the top and bottom 
of the spine uniting in active 
copulation, thereby sperm hag 
the upri«<*n Word. For as the 
down-pouring lltorarrhs in the 
A librm litiim l Breath sperm 
Ibe depths, m int the Bull, •* 
the driving aril valor, draw up 
I lie Theocratic establishment in 
the depths.

ITus tv where the soul in 
hocoming iOAwuHu. the Virgin 
heivm es cn w .n lr , hut when 
coitv-nnis and men UP. be- 
ttv o rs  the Virgin married up to 
the Arc

C oncluded on page 11
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Reminiscences
C oncluded from Page 9

. . .  Where from the moment 
of the Bull in his bulrushing 
receiving the Seed, she carries 
out the intermediary connec
tions in a flash of unification, 
by the sensitivity of percep
tion.

For the Fire Plane is that 
of instantaneous action, the 
Bull darting up and down the 
spinal rod as a lightning flash. 
For all now is born of the 
FIRE, that of conscious 
awareness, whereby the Hierar
chial Sperm as the down- 
pouring immortal life, now 
becomes one with the con
scious life. While the soul 
brings light into birth by its 
conscious acceptance.

Then as the down-pouring 
Breath manifests as the Sun in 
Scorpio, will the Hierarchial 
wake, as the Sun in Neptune, 
that is the Solar Light al- 
chemicalising the soul, infuse 
the soul with Atomic Light. 
Thereby, bringing all back to 
Divinity, but now with the 
royal garment of purple, 
woven through the Hierarchial 
loom of time and experience. 
This explains a little more 
clearly of 2 Samuel 1 v. 24, 
and very gratifying to the soul 
who is in doubt of himself.

"O ! ye daughters of 
Israel, weep over Saul, 
who clothed you in scarlet 
and with other delights, 
and who put on ornaments 
of gold upon your appar
el.”
Yet surely it be 
"He that cometh up from  
Edom, with dyed garments 
from Bozrah" (Isa. 63 v.

who has trodden the 
wine press, and in becoming 
unified with the Solar Glory, 
can bring forth a polarity 
equal to its mighty depths. 
This is where the Atomic 
reality and the Virgin loom 
become as the golden shuttle, 
for Mcropc*s wealth is now 
unified to the Divine Hicrar- 
chial FACE. This is where the 
Royal Gumicnt und Divine 
Holy Cloth is being created, 
as the Word unfolds through 
its Evolutionary Causes.

C oncluded from  page 10
control. No longer personal 
freedom, but work and action 
according to the Rules of 
Theocracy.

The Dragon's Head and Tail 
are in the 6th and 12th houses, 
but still in the tame signs as 
Chart A. The Head or mind 
action must bring the Spirit 
into birth out of these FIRES, 
as its Holy Child of Light, or 
the Tail will lash out os the 
soul is made to adopt his 
internal Royal Priesthood as 
he brings out all his own wis
dom. For the 12th house 
holds the soul as a prisoner 
until that which is there is 
carried out, trodden in. Thus 
the Fires must be trodden in 
as Wisdom, in the Solar 
Priesthood of Leo becoming 
embraced.

★  ★  ★

ALL the Scorpio planets, ex
cept the Moon arc still in 

the same placements to each 
other but now in the second 
and third houses, all being 
activated by the cuspal influen
ce of the third. The lower 
mind as the intellectual to be 
re-born into the Abstract by 
the building up of sensitivity 
up to the Neptunian Heights.

As the Fire infuses into his 
consciousness so will his 
thinking propensity expund its 
sensitivity und reach out for 
the Neptunian Manhood. Con
sciously it will be a great 
labour us he toils to till the 
ground of his own internal 
ethcric growth, as the Sun and 
Mercury in the second indicate.

For the ancient wealth of 
Sutum lias got to become the 
Winged Abstract Mind of the 
9th, no longer magnetically in 
bondage to the desires of form, 
but bringing forth his own 
streura of Atomic wealth.

For by the Moon going into 
Sagittarius, the home of Vega, 
the Virgin, as the conscious 
personality, must awaken to 
the possibilities that can come 
If he uses the Fire to boild a 
mind, on Abstract Mind of

Fire. For the old ideas have to 
pass uwuy and the Mind of 
Fire Vibration alone be built, 
not academic text-book know
ledge, the cold tireless world of 
matter.

The Chart not only reveals 
the great hopes of the Hierar
chies, but the exactness of how 
man must act. It is no longer 
freedom of choice, for Merope 
has ulready established the 
LAW by und under which 
man is to cxisL For man's new 
Puth of Destiny is in the Sign 
of Law, and only by being the 
Warrior under the Law will 
man be able to use the Breath.

To live in opposition to 
Divinity will not be possible, 
for the FIRE of Divinity is 
in the Breath itself. So man 
cither lives as the Warrior or 
not at all, foreshadowing the 
mighty changes on Earth that 
will automatically take place 
us this Imprint of FIRE im
pregnates every tissue of man. 
There cannot be two camps 
existing side by side, and 
gradually those who will not 
labour und obey the Husband
ry of Divinity, will die out.

For the frequency of FIRE 
us the Hydroxyl Breath will 
no rarefy the atmosphere, that 
those clinging to the earthy 
form will not be uble to exist 
in such u form. For the 
creating of the Ethcric wealth 
will bring all to un e the re a Us
ed status, a status of Immor
tality, und the FIRE will refine 
the body tissue structure of 
man and Earth. So only those 
who build an Abstract mind 
frequency to exist by, and live 
in the New Breath of FIRE, 
will continue in the New 
World of Vega.

All this bus been simply put 
without attempting to show 
the possibilities this great 
Scorpionic Configuration can 
bring, for this Merope has 
already done, through the es
tablished Wisdom of Universal 
Philosophy.

The Gates of Vega

FDR it is the soul with his 
ethcric creation, the mighty 

wealth in the magnetic, that is 
now the unfolding Glory of 
the coming Hierarchial King
dom of the MIND. All now 
being born out of the Royal 
Galaxy of the Central Sun, the 
royal etymological Kingship of 
reborn light. That which was 
brought Into being by Merope 
sacrificing herself to the 
Cause. For the Greater Powers 
declare that Britannicus has 
been a disgrace in the past

mighty wealth the soul lost in 
its enamor isation with illusion. 
For as the Sun and moon, 
positive and negative, sym
bolically kiss the Neptunian 
heights of the Arc, will it 
bring forth the Divine Presen
ce more and more into a 
radiant divine glorification of 
the Auric manifestation. That 
brought forth out of the red 
fire of the depths, by the 
Hierarchial infusion having 
now become polarised into 
light, giving the heights of its 
Royal Glory. This is the 
alternating sperming of heights 
and depths, in its divine copu
lation of the Lc Ros dance.

now the true purpose of the 
Abstract.

For as the conscious mind 
awakens and rises up in royal 
belief, will it in struggling to 
obtain the higher truth, reach 
up to its Abstract mind, and 
avoid the concrete creation in 
form. Thus live in a Neptunian 
World of royal beauty, with 
the soul becoming spirit bora. 
By the Joy of sensitised un
folding belief, has the labour
ing ass at Inst found its true 
footing, in being able to draw 
forth of the royal glory by 
peremptory awareness.

SOLAR CONSCIO U SN ESS
IT was Akhnaton who set the Atomic prototype Into birth, when 
■ he decreed that the Sun-god was tho ONE and ONLY God,
but it was too early for him to fully comprehend of tho mighty
depths that he had sot Into motion, and it Is only now, In the
Aquarian Age, that Merope has brought the Solar Divinity Into
complete manifestation, as tho Scorpionic Glory of Hierarchial 
unification (See text on page 8, col. 5).

under the Tory brass-hat rule.
Therefore to start oil the 

new Regime, one had to be 
sacrificed on the Pyre of re
birth. This is being done, with 
the result that all has been 
raised up onto the highest 
Plane of Mind, with England 
leading as the Prototype. Her 
task is, and at all costs, to set 
the new example in ALL 
things. Then as the Holy Fire 
of Central Sun Glory begins 
to flow through the veins of 
every soul, wifi new aspiration 
be born in the soul who raises 
his mind up by renunciation 
and struggle.

This is where Genius is 
born out of the depths, as the

Therefore, us the sensitivity 
gained by the soul ia renuncia
tion of lower animal states, 
unites with the gained wealth, 
will the full might of the 
twelve Signs draw the full 
benefit of the Atomic reality 
of Neptunian Husbandry into 
full being. This is where the 
mighty glory of struggle of 
divinity-bora consciousness is 
being truly revealed, showing

Out of all tliis mighty 
wonder and divine sperming is 
the great glory that is going to 
ensue in 1970, when another 
mighty Configuration is going 
to take place. But 69-70 are 
the two years of personal und 
individual relativity, when 
every soul is going to be test
ed, as to whether they pass 
through the Gates into Vega. 
The mighty mystery around 
this date will be revealed later 
on.

But I do know that it is an 
important time, when souls 
who have "queered their 
pitch,** will take up permanent 
residence at the wailing wall. 
This is going to be the Great 
moment that many Divinities 
have declared, but most of all 
the Great Muster. Every man 
has had the same opportunity 
to go forward, through all be
ing raised up onto the Virgin 
Plane, but from there, soul 
had to make its own effort. If 
he has refused to do so, then 
he must take the consequen
ces.

Yet here we are at the out
come of the mighty and 
dynamic effort that Merope 
made to bring about the 
Celestial Transgression, and 
the nurturing of the mighty 
Hierarchs once they were giv
en the Power of ingress. It was 
not until Merope had fulfilled 
all these different moves, that 
this final statement could be 
issued. For NO ONE so far 
had been able to stand the 
course, whether out of lack of 
belief, or endurance.

I do hope I am going to 
help the many who are struggl
ing with the depths in these 
Abstract lectures. But I do feel 
that the majority must now be 
seeing the many changes that 
are coming about, as declared 
by the Great Master on the 
Television of 1966. While 
many prophecies made have 
been fulfilled, so now let us 
look forward to the Configura
tion of 1970 with all due 
eagerness.

THE HIERARCHIAL TIRES
G ive New L ife  to the Sick of Mind, the Diseased of Body and the Weary of 

Heart. The Lord of the Flame uses Gladys I. Spearman-Cook as His 
Instrument to bring Health and Life to the World.

E very  T lm r sd a y  6 p.m. (o 8 p.m. (or between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. by appt.)
A b s e n t  H e a l in g *  Any reader wishing to receive this Spirit Sustenance send in 

their Names to be placed in the Healing Book of Names to be blessed each 
lecture for a period of six months by The Lord of the Flame. A recording 
fee of 5/- or SI.00 is requested.

H e a l t h  A d v ic e  Anybody is welcome to write in and ask for advice as to health 
or herbs to be taken. Give details of Date, Time and Place of Birth.
All those who can afford to do so, are asked to send in 10/6 or S2 U.S.A. 
If a personal horoscope is also required, readers are reminded that there is a 
fee for this, of £1.1.0 or S3 U.S.A.

The School of Universal Philosophy and Healing
London, W.8. (Tel i 01-937 0377)
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AI'IIKOIHTE
C ontinued from  the back p*g<

) t i iN  and the Solar
lights e lo th  through the 
whole vear).

Man, iu vtrug&liug through 
the whole >ear and iu struggl
ing to bring into birth through 
the many fostlv a Is that a rt 
with him, also brings into birth 
that Flrt-god, and he starts 
the next >ear well breeched.

The Solar Life

NTOW Hera was the goddess 
I at that thne and she 

produced Hephaestus, the god 
of fire within the soul, (i'nkess 
■uo struggles as he takes the 
Ktixs—w hhh he does in every 
breath,—he will never return 
to the heights the wealth he 
has sto len ; consequently he 
becomes chained to the rock, 
and that is why so many aiv 
running amok at the present 
moment, why so many are 
skk , why so many a rt 
suffering from nervous con
ditions).

(S e t  pJtfic* this page)
He first had to appear as 

the Fire-god and the small 
six-hour space of time between 
the years was his particular 
province, the place where he 
had his force and where the 
Cyclops worked for him : (the 
ancient mysteries, the ancient 
creations of the past). It is the 
narrow space wherein is 
wrought the mystery of the 
renewal of the scar, and the 
tilling out of the "one-eve" 
(third eye) which is the evid
ence of the sun s birth. The 
goddess of the Sothic Year, 
Virgo, smiles on the god of 
these essential Six Hours, lor 
thev are mutually complemen
tary*

Ib is  is the mystcrv of life 
\vh»ch man has to follow, but 
if he is not seeking, and living 
on\v in the province of the 
lunar, that of Saturn, she will 
not go forth to meet her lord 
and receive of new life. But 
hate-hound in dogma, prepares 
to nail him to the cross of 
desire.

Therefore many legends be* 
came, enacting her fnithlcw 
ik w  for religion, hide-bound 
and ruthless, removed the date 
to the -Mh Dccembci and the 
true message of the Chxist- 
nuw  was lost. It became a 
ceremony ol' man and his 
nomp and glory, and not the 
l»lof\ of the Christos Lord in 
ho  rebirth and wealth unto 
man at the real Santa Claus, 
((hr Croat Powers descending 
upon the earth, cor idling the 
earth and giving mankind the 
opt if ted feeling of well-being V 

As man socks of the Solar 
1 1 to and i a hours faithfully all 
through the twelve months of 
unit, ill those six hours his 
Chalice, his Pineal C 'up, can 
become tilled with new life 
hiuI rebirth He becomes 
inarmed with the Divine 
Phallut. the V od ol God. But 
ho must Uarn of the values of 
hie, that by renunciation of 
i huso things that are but 
illusion, he seeks for the true 
he.tuly t hes Xphiivlue as 
Venus i.innot help hut smile 
upon him. for she is the 
Mother of the god that she is 
hi mg mg into hnlli via his own

holy tire. (She *s helping man
kind to find that child withm. 
that hcs within the solar 
plexus).

Yv v we must ever keep »n 
mmd that \douis, the beloved 
of Aphrvxtitc. was killed bv a 
boar (the vlesnes) and links 
with the narrow channel be
tween the two eyes where the 
holy magnetism is stored. I he 
powet ol the upper testes 
which (if they are not charred 
bv the towci tire of corruption 
or the enUrged glands rente v- 
ed bv n u n  through the knife) 
hold the holv wealth that can 
briny unto man the sensitivity 
he is seeking. Hus is the link 
between earth and spirit and 
where the holy fires meet the 
lower ; yet it be the vonupt- 
cd sinus born from the sin of 
the Sine. the mysterious 
passage between man and his 
organ the brain,

(Now that is why catarrh 
which furs up those channels 
>s so dangerous and brings 
such difficult conditions to 
mankind. T o keep those 
channels clear is most impor
tant. otherwise it will not be 
long before the soul goes deal 
or mastoids or tumours set up 
in the skull, keep those 
channels clear by plenty of 
water and herbs and avoid 
food that cleaves to the lym
phatics. bringing about w aste; 
then the soul is free. Perhaps 
you can understand, many of 
you. why smoking is so bad.

These conditions prevent the 
Waters going down into the 
bloodstream, the Lachrimac 
Christt descending into the 
depths: and many a time,
although the soul has been 
able to raise up the sperm 
into the heights, they find 
themselves lost and badly 
corrupted bv these sinus stales, 
then man wonders why ho 
has a violent cold. It is the 
taking in of the Power which 
becomes a watery fluid as it 
seeks to break down those 
states that arc impeding its 
way. These colds should never 
be stopped as thev are the 
means of clearing those chan
nels : it 's Nature's way of
fighting its way* through, but 
vou need not have such states 
with you if you keep those 
channels clear).

Through the neglect of 
Aphrodite's festival there was 
no harvest, and in 14t»0 \.D . 
all began to wane, for no light 
had been returned to the starry 
heights through the changing 
of the dale by Orthodoxy, and 
creed and dogma taking the 
place of the correct version ol 
Sothis and her 1 ord, the Yod 
of Ciod. Now the Water Pot 
in the Water-man's T'ra 
(Aquarius) is empty and uo 
water is flowing into the tish's 
mouth, the Word of Truth.

Thus drought is with man 
and science is destroying what 
in lett of hope. I'nlcvs man re* 
tiaces his steps and seeks into 
the Kwt ancient wisdom (and 
breaks down those harriers). 
Atlantis will return, but as 
destruction bv lire  and not 
Water ; for it is l ue that has 
I Vi n puilotncd and not ex
panded into rebirth and return
ed to (he gods but taken 
down into the depths and 
stored up in the belly ot Saturn 
as did the gods in the lunar

age vli a  tb s  that >v dnsuitf 
the p gnveN wild, states rival 
have never ycl been laised v»p 
out of the depths i.

The Sothic Cycle
r n i l l ’S so fur we are able to 
I. see that Aphrodite Is the 

goddess ot the tirvHt Year and 
the rest eonirs about through 
curious development, for we 
are still considering the off
spring of I'n tnus generated at 
the time when 1 Yunus uscxl the 
sickle ucKxi him : (that Is when 
he cut off the heights from 
the depths and left man with
out any interhlcodiiig, no ex
pansion. So as the Clods 
descended to try and bring 
about that expansion, Cronus 
within the soul prevented it 5 
it had taken over such a great

power with man (hat instead 
of him being able to expand 
the powers up into the mind, 
they merely expanded into the 
generativ e desires ; and that 
began the road of corruption 
and the road of inflated 
desires).

t hus like her sirs', brings all 
into generated life when Satum 
h  made to serve and uot 
dampen the enthusiasm. So it 
is seen that the parts mowed 
off were the severing of the 
stellar year to turn It Into 
lunar, and by throwing all 
behind, the yearly festival be
gan to move backwards. And 
after cveu adding the eleven 
days there remained the un
noticed hours from which grew 
up the Sothic Cycle, and 
Aphrodite became the offspring 
of the severed phallus (the 
feminine principle now forced 
down Into mere generative 
desires).

JOHN M. W A T K IN S
21 Cecil Court 
Charing X  Rd. 

London, W,C.2.
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Ibis w » n the u u iiW il
tv  £;’>-*v My j O\1 an lv> the a hose
that Ivsi «'nuv1. well, only n a n  
finuscU can answvt (s' that 
Hut it in known that the 1 :-yp 
(van priests vailed ibe loam ot 
the sea the "loam of I\p.hon 
(And as you know, the Kxim 
ot the n.'.i is the Horae. the 
expansion on live w.itc*> that 
. oe*. back and lorth as the 
ude within Ihc soul, bringing 
tbc bubblers ot illumination).

(When the soul ret uses tv' 
find expansion and goes more 
and more down into the 
Saturnian state, he beams to g\' 
backwards quickci than ever 
and he beguis to sink . that is 
whv he lv.\ lo lix and wrestle 
wall it. If a soul begins to 
awaken out of its depths and 
finds he has nude some ghastly 
mistake, then there is omv one 
thing to do • to make repealed 
stales ot renunciation, and

carve away us quickly as he 
cun, thus pulling himself out 
of the pit. Only the soul that 
is down in that pit realises 
wh.it it means. If you have 
never been down there then 
vou do not know of the 
agonies of mind, the agonies 
ol the soul, as it finds itself 
with a certain amount of mmd 
memory and no mode or 
means of expansion).

It m.iv seem a little strange 
that the goddess ot beauty 
should be linked with Time 
reckoning, and the means of 
gather me the Six l lours that 
brought the year to its per
fection, Bui since l ihia is 
\  enus raisesl up out ot the 
\\aU is. (hut alone md cates the 
gathering logetho ot that 
which would bring forth the 
r.nsmg ol the ciglc in the Slh 
house of Scoipio.

1 hv*N,- hours being petsom* 
tied with the Horae, Aphiodrk* 
as she iv'\c horn the sea was 
ndoi tied bv them m exact h 
the same wav as thev adorned

IVndoi a . aim!  (u fiknuH ir. 
w k* i \bv griivest at kX (M us,
the generative th u tw . tha 
k tvai it'es washes! her a>sl shv 
became purified (out of ‘I 
those slates of strugglaX 1 h * > 
»s w here she brvHigbt forth the 
alls, for in leal tv Aphixxfitc 
Is (V|lc of the Oval lives i the
t 1race that dcssxnds md goes 
Ncwing \uito those who are 
seeking to be ws'tthy.

(V'ciiUs rules not oulv la u i us 
but also l ibta. and those two 
houses are pai Ocularly h en  
In lKurils she *s the means ol 
the magnetic held becswuiug 
the electro-magnetic and the 
Tagtc using up in the S lh . 
and if the soul struggle* to 
bring that forth, when the 
moon as the personality goes 
round to the Mb. it «s able to 
sail through with glormux 
voloms .inO not be drag&cd 
down ink' the depths. When 
those that come undei the 
ruling or la iuus van respond 
to toe heights and seek tv' 
bring Aphrodite out of the 
waters as X c o ts  then thev can 
bring NcvMfigs down upoi’ 
themselves and expand into 
wealth and art unknown).

She is seen bv some a s  the 
wife o f Hephaestus, while 
others had allocated her to be 
one o f the Moirao, the Fates, 
but she was not one o f these 
lor they were sisters to the 
Horae. Being bora o f the 
same mother it made them 
polarity in Action; and what 
i\ more, they are not the Six 
Hours, but the Destiny implied 
in the accurate repetition of 
the y ea rs : Karma that takes
due toll through the l aw of 
Nature.

(In putting into practice that 
o f the year, these Fates then 
have no ruling over vou as 
Fate, but if you do not put 
them into operation in the 
right way then they tollow you 
and are ever seeking that 
karma is reborn, yea, to  
every iol and t i t t le : and that 
is what some o f you are 
feeling).

Aphrodite was beauty and 
benevolence (Venus). There is 
no contradiction that Aphro
dite »s the goddess of the Great 
Cycle, and this being the 
earliest method of measuring, 
it made her the expounder ot 
expansion, with 7cu.s the con
temporary as the esta Wisher. 
Being as the sea-foam she onlv 
suggested it, she being the 
bubbles that gather to be 
gathered ; but when they arc 
not, they fade away in 
exhaustion

(See plate  (>w page / o )
This accounts for her app

roach at Cytheru at the winter 
solstice, and the island of 
Cyprus at the Autumn oqumox 
on the River A sopus; tbc 
waters of much mud and 
slime, and she lay nestling on 
the crest of the wave. 1 his 
would be in the realms of 
beginning where all came toith 
in issue.

The Fire God
riXUlS being eathoieJ. we
1 now locate Hcinvcs and

find that this is where ibe
\\\H\I is really bom or never
a t all v the Use o l ScorpHv He 
gathers the foam , thus we find 
th e  to rto ise  m oving tow tr\K  
the ». i\*\'n grass th a t »i van 
tx g u i to  feevl tn d  find gc\»wth
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under the gentle hand of 
Bacchus: (there is a struggle 
to bring it fo r th ; it is no 
good thinking it has come and 
is going to last, because it is 
only foam : you must weave 
it into the gentle arts).

But the devoted Nun would 
never have gathered the foam ; 
she would have taken for 
granted what had been, and 
Aphrodite dies down into being 
the sludge that hardens into 
lost creations and sad regrets. 
The secret lies in reforming 
the river whereby it becomes 
a rushing water of abounding 
life bringing foam on every 
w ave; and the archer gather
ing and sending up the mount, 
arrow after arrow in fair play 
of contest (rising thoughts of 
illumination). Each time a 
bull's eye deep in Aldebaran. 
that the Pleiades dance and 
send down to the world Grace 
or Dew that moistens the 
parched earth and tightened
lips.

This forces Saturn to bow 
to her beauty and not prevent 
her approach, for it is he that 
stems the rushing waters so 
that they go down under with 
Typhon in the slashing of foam 
by the sticks of the Cory-
bantes. and not the rolling tide 
nurtured by Artemis. This
accounts for why the gods
love Aphrodite, and seek to 
catch her on even.' rebound, 
but she being the luring guile 
forces them to chase her so 
that they use their imagination 
and never for one moment 
stop in their laughter.

(The Corybantes—the noisy 
ones that are ever chattering 
but never finding the true 
depths. But struggle on, and 
every moment that comes to 
you where you feel risen up, 
grasp it with both hands and 
seek for more).

Once Hera as the electric 
force takes the approach. 
Aphrodite retires, for then she 
is transformed into form and 
becomes the beauty as art 
transcribed (reformed). That is 
when 365 days have been 
supplemented and the Sothic 
Cycle set revolving. (You have 
struggled through the year, 
bringing the calendar of the 
gods in unity with you. You 
are not behind ; you have not 
lost time).

But unfortunately it was not

so at the time of the birth of 
Aphrodite; they had not 
learnt of her true values and 
the Sothic heights were not 
recognised; and Aphrodite 
floated past Cythera, the 
moment of excitement, until 
she came to Cyprus and be
came the gland that operated 
the generative function, but 
not the winging eagle. (So you 
can see now how it applies to 
man if he does not cause 
those powers to rise up as the 
mind).

APHRODITE
T H E  rising within the soul of the sensitivity, as the soul spins up 
1 in aspiration and drives the Neptunian Waters Into activity. 
But capture the bubbles while you may, for they are but fleeting 
thoughts of royal delight, that tempt you by their purity and then 
are gone. Wise the soul who prepares for their embrace, and 
sperms them with the joys of his betrothal. (See text on page 12, 
col. 5).

This is where the myth de
clares that Cronus assaulted 
his father Uranus; for the 
drifting up and down on the 
tide of the waters gathers the 
gathering foam, the experiences 
of the lunar y ear; the counter
action as Zeus is the creation. 
But Aphrodite is there, the 
child hidden in the waters, and 
her inception takes place when 
the Horae, as the divine 
daughters, crown her with the 
Grace. When she ‘“ascends" on 
the sands of time, her mother 
(the 4th house) prepares her 
and she is washed by the 
Charities that the Grace can 
be revealed, and Hermes (the 
mind) sings upon his lyre, 
much to the joy of Apollo.

So when your Venus can rise 
and be the thrill that runs 
through the lymphatics and 
dances with the bloodstream, 
then you become crowned with 
NEW THOUGHT.

Under Cronus of the lunar 
year there is no Fire-god and 
no punctual renewal of the 
sun*s fire ; consequently a des
cent down into the tomb. But 
when Hera as magnetic mirth 
came forward to give Zeus 
children, then the Fire-god be
gan his work whereby he 
created fine craft and beauty. 
(That is when you can get that 
magnetic field between Taurus 
and Scorpio radiating and 
jumping over the b a r ; then 
you too can bring the Fire-god 
into birth).

So it can be understood why 
the upper testes are the place 
of the Six Hour foam, and the 
place where the forge creates 
the sparks to fly. Some go up 
to swell the revolving creation 
around the sun, the god’s eye, 
and some go down to the slow-
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ty moving waters of life, 
which, when they are charged 
with her life* begin u> revolve 
in true ted  (and the soul 
dances with merriment). And 
Moses, ns the child In the 
nest, is protected by the 
eagle: (Moses being the Law, 
for the soul then begins to 
realise the true values of the 
Law).

It is the Goddess of LIFE 
who smiles upon all this and 
calls to the god to rejoice with 
h e r ; for she carries him in 
her robe and reveals his wis
dom in all who are seeking to 
serve her. But those who are 
not and revile, she smites and 
hands over to Saturn* who 
causes them to limp as did 
their father the Fire-god: 
(they have no quick move
ment).

When Aphrodite marries 
Hephaestus, the gods and the 
world rejoice* bot although he 
is only a limping youth she 
gives him purpose, and he 
rebounds into the beauties of 
heaven. The joys of the divine 
gods captured and manifested 
in the world of m atter; al
though at first it is known that 
the Fire-god was only a god 
of the fire-stick (the axis of 
the universe) who only renew
ed the face of the sun, but he 
never burnished it. So Aphro
dite gathers, and when man 
learns of her beauty, he yearns 
to capture h e r ; for many a 
fool has been a knave and 
known not that she was the 
queen of life, and not Cinder
ella the pot-scourer.

DIVINE SCORPIONIC FIRE
Concluded from  page 4

tral internal Point of unfolding 
Ego, as THE DIVINITY in 
Virgin rebirth. Not just spark
ing with aspirational exhilara
tion. but the constant activa
tion of the Divine sensitivity, 
where all has to be born of 
the resounding of the Atomic 
Christos Abstract Breath.

The Glory of the Magnificat* 
through the utilisation of Sun 
in Taurus comprehension. This 
being the complete Atomic 
propensity of the central sun 
of the NORM, radiating the 
Etberic depths of relativity’s 
relations.

Here we behold the Solar 
unfoldment of the Hierarchial 
Blessing, the Royal Chromo
sphere of the Sun, paving the 
way for the very heart of the 
Solar Core speaking forth.

Hence the Hierarchial bless
ing it the Arc of the Central 
Sun unifying with the internal 
unfolded Elheric countenance 
of Scorpiomc Royalty of the 
soul That which issues forth 
at Merope takes off the last 
veil, for until man can receive, 
he cannot be shown of the 
Divine Glory in the radiance 
of the FIRE. Thus is the 
trampoline of extreme eleva
tion and constant activational 
unification of the Sun and 
Moon blending in Taurus,

The Royal Glory bringing 
forth the hidden Sovereign 
Point of the FIRE. For the

Conquistadores* Facsimile is 
the unification of the Atom to 
the Compassional Virgin Sour
ce of the Hierarchial Colure 
of Uranian Holy infusion. The 
whole of the created magni
tude in the Atomic Royalty of 
becoming. For there in its 
Divine Being the Holy ONE 
was being given the Life 
Spectrum to come forth out 
of the Arc, and hover above 
the soul in the Glory of its 
Holy Void.

The Atomic Radiance

r E Bird of Paradise com
ing forth out of the 

Scorpionic Fire, and winging 
on the elevated beauty and 
wonder of the arielised Void. 
The whole of its Being electri
fied and charged with Atomic 
magnitude, as the revolving 
infinity rose higher and higher 
to its crescendo point All the 
supreme revolving Passions now 
centralised within the Central 
Sun, are now being spun up as 
the cosmic thread of Hierar
chial sensitivity. That born as 
the Virgin Ethers, as the Sun 
in Taurus attribute; that now 
forming the Hierarchial Coat 
of Arms.

These are the Geminian 
Horse Wings of the Hierarchial 
Fire, flying through the activa
tional aspirationaJ beauty of 
audibility. The golden agitating 
Ether awakeners, to the Ab
stract Hierarchial inter-union. 
That of the commencing of the 
Infinity utilisation of the 
Hierarchial Hieroglyphs, the 
Central Sun Word of the 
Pube consciousness. Whereby 
BEING becomes of the Cen
tral Sun unification conscious- 
nets. The delicate hovering of 
the Bird on the charged Air of 
electrolysis Glory.

Constant Imploding Atomic 
wealth is now bombarding the 
central sun magnitode of the 
soul, with the cosmic conscious 
conception of the Scorpionic 
Royalty of the Law.

With Egyptian mummified 
wealth, now being unfolded 
by the new trio unity of 
Merope’s Atomic triune. She 
now unfolding all the Moon 
in Taurus wealth, as the mys
tery of the Sphinx, that of the 
Holy Ethers that had been 
solidified in the Cancer depths. 
Raising them up into Atomic 
LIGHT of the Orion Mind 
Plane of Vega.

For the Moon in Taurus was 
the knowledge that Medo- 
Persia brought into being, 
bringing all the mighty magni
tude of Moses down to the 
stench of the slave market.

Cosmic collectivisation is the 
Rhythm of the Atom, that of 
the intensified Royalty of 
Scorpio. He becoming the 
Mighty Warrior Power of the 
Hierarchial Avengers, ever res
cuing the Virgin Fires through 
their raised up Passions. There
by creating the Sun in Taurus 
frequency for the Hierarchial 
ascension and descension, 
through the reborn Solar 
timelessness.

Whereby the Orion ladder, 
the glory of their aspirational 
drive, is now the Hierarchial 
Atomic LIGHT. That explor
ing the Sphinx Chambers of 
the Atlantis closed-in Moon in 
Taurus creations, and then 
polarising its diurnal diamond 
Rays into the Central Sun 
brilliance of Vega.

This is the Holocaust as 
seen in the magnitude of 
“Except ye become as little 
children, ye shall not enter 
into the kingdom of heaven." 
Which is the mystery of the 
opening up of the Commissure, 
as the Infinity takes over and 
becomes the sparking Uraeus 
of the central sun. For the 
mummified Moon in Taurus as 
the Sphinx, was the unpolarised 
depths of the Divine Glory to 
come forth.

Therefore Priesthood is now 
the collective Scorpio Sun in 
Taurus Powers, snerming the 
soul into Abstract Infinity. The 
glory of the infusion of

LIGHT and the divine mani
festation of mind as the 
Hierarchs penetrate the depths. 
It being the wake of the 
golden Fireflies of the Hierar
chial Blessing, fulfilling the 
Theocratic conscious task of 
Lesath’s unifying code of 
Theocratic ethics.

For where man spun down 
to the Moon, Orion now spins 
up in the Hierarchial centro- 
plicity of the Central Sun 
eclipse. That of the Hierarchial 
Arc propensity, the Fatherhood 
of the Atomic Sine, now to be 
opened up in the glory of 
divine consciousness. With all 
the radiance of the soul, buried 
in his depths, to come forth as 
the hidden possibilities of the 
future.

For rebirth is the Orion 
Vase, as the Lord’s Chalice, 
that of unfolded Relativity, 
for the Voice of the Lord is 
in the Cup of that Divine 
Holocaust, the mystery of 
manifesting Relativity. As the 
soul cries out for the com
plete unification, so shall *T 
be at the flood" of that inter
nal Light, and revolve in the 
precincts of the Hierarchial 
Blessing.

This is the Divine Glory of 
the journey of the prodigal 
son, he who is going to infuse 
the whole of being by his up
ward striving. Therefore raise 
the Arc up to the uttermost 
Atomic radiance, with the 
Royal Divine Infusion radiating 
forth, according to how the 
soul can receive and manifest. 
With Compassion now becom
ing the Commissure expansion, 
the Power born out of the 
Relativity.

For the Fire is now intensi
fied Orionic Power, the Light 
of the Atomic Arc. That which 
is now firing the Commissure 
with the whole immensity of 
the Central Sun. That sent up 
by Merope as the light of the 
mind, now becoming the Glory 
of the Intetligcncia, to return 
to man as the Reimbursed 
Breath, keeping the Infinity re
volving In the timely Glory of 
everlasting continuity.

Thus it is Mcrope’s task now 
to buiy-in all sorrows of Time, 
through her now reaching the 
Plane of Divine Compassion* 
that ‘all waiting under the 
altar* can come forth, freed 
from the sorrow of suffering. 
Thus Merope, in her Com
passion for the evil and the 
suffering, lifts up those who 
have suffered, into redeemed 
ascension. Which, by its polari
sation, tums-in by the mor
tuary meal, all the evil 
committed. That which is ever 
building up the unity of the 
Central Sun, that its Blood 
Life can return to the depths 
to awaken man out of his 
density.

For the Virgin in interpene
trating the Unknown* and cap
turing the Unilateral Seed of 
the Divinity, must find its 
union in the depths* to bring 
out of its positive Light. 
Therefore, the more sensitive 
the Virgin in her Compassion, 
the more she is responsive to 
the inflowing Ethers. While the 
unity ont of the two, brings 
the resonance to be obtained 
out of the Breath coming forth, 
and through her benignity re
deems the Ethers, that of the 
Hierarchial Glory turned into 
foul evil by man. This then 
becomes of the begotten* 
which if she spins up through 
the metric octavial rise, becom
es of The Begotten, that of the 
Central Sun.

Blessing
IT /’ E seek of Thy Blessing

* upon the Word as it 
has been established tonight. 
that it will go forth in all its 
Glory and bring to Divinity 
its rebound, through the 
children upon the Earth 
putting into operation the 
Glory of Its internal Chang
es. We leave all in Thy 
hands, that the Great Word 
can now come into the open 
and man be born anew.
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ta k e  u n to  th e  m assag e  th r u
HV Im r € them ia hmn
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*The ow ner Of this Che*!
{ S o  l 90l Is n f l o g  fttf
advice rrgm dm g i'imnnmet
hisssng n o ises tn the hmsi.
a lm ost iid  the fh y t km  o  f  her

ft|im  «. A*. - a she sstyn
0TO btVIrre n  n / / t i  M
T3ROM your Chart stand*
a  |vdwiiL M re n . 1 are yon
h i l t  (he IWO AKA r o ) | |  u |M  
of Neptune end U r u u  a  the 
e d o r tA iic  poetio t of the 4th 
and 12th houNi m p K t j n ^ . 
v tud i would relate Id u d v ica

I 'r tn u i in the 12th would 
play some part in this h a u i |  
noise. and have some Ink mg 
with the rhythm of your heart
beat la  actual fact you have 
made quite a (air amount of 
progress hi the past, from the 
fact that you have Mercury 
and Saturn in the 1st house, 
but you have never trod into 
the earth what you had 
gamed.

You have evidently built up 
a lot of Fire, but this do*  has 
to be transmuted from the 
red raw state into the electri
fied Fire of expansion. 
Through oot having done this, 
it is causing a  certain amount 
of chaos within you.

It is the Fire in its raw state 
within the blood that a  earn
ing the hissing in the head. I 
suppose the* ■» what the medi
cal world would call "high 
blood pressure.*

Now the blood is of the 
eCheric bode, for the proto
plasm in the blood is that 
creation which denotes the 
qualify of the blood, and of 
course, the life-creation of the 
souL What you have to do is 
to change your protoplasm, 
bringing it to an electrified 
state, a royal creation of wis
dom.

Everything is within the 
blood, and even the mind 
resides there. So ns the blood 
goes op to the head, the mind 
is only being fed with a raw 
state of Fire, which would 
account for the noises m the 
head.

To those who do not under
stand this, it would appear 
very complicated, but this is 
the wisdom which the ‘Ab
stract* is now' revealing, and it 
is disclosing many Wooders 
that have never been revealed 
before.

N un fern hare molBy *>i in
make earns saey bag effort.
AAd by f i b r e  A h AM sup
Abba tfananutfmg aA tiyt
'wraith (Aa* a  ufifi )o«  |AlA
a haknnued state

You h are  Aquariag aa the
nag a t f i t  im  baresK in  yam
hare  gut sg bland wn (fig
'A tom *' with (he *1
and Amu j u b  wfil $m maaar
have a f i v s h i  state wstfun 
yourself, where the m u  Fve u  
running snid. hi well *a the 
wudotn yog h aw  taken a  the
past

Uranus does uot stand aa 
ceremony. and wfil cnuAe a
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stale of 'upheaval, if not fully 
impacted, through (he whole 
of the being. So what you 
have to  do a  to get damn to 
transmuting all you know mao 
wisdom.

Your Chart h  n d h  a 
powerful one. hut instead of 
having the Sun highly placed, 
which H should be. it h  the 
.Moon that is elevated, the 
latter being in the sign of 
Virgo.

I rather feel that religion is 
deeply embedded within yon, 
and is what is holding you 
hack from seeing many things 
in their right light. Yon should 
■wt* every effort to try and 
get the Pluto state into its 
right order.

I understand you are having 
to look after an old Lady, and 
that there is some suggestion 
that this might have some 
bearing upon the head trouble.

Well, it can be seen by the 
4th bouse that what you are 
having to do in life is entirely 
karmic, because your Venus 
and Pluto are in the sign of 
Gemini in the 4th house, with 
Mars (3rd house) and the Path

of D ututy (5th hum s I aa 
other trie  Thu uaficatas that 
there m a  strong %t»*c A# 
karma, v h d l  A canamg I  
great aAOAM Af d h A  at f i t  
prevent moment.

You a r t Auly goreg lo nos
ier your cAcwuulaAon by 
liter*try g u n u o u j  the wry 
hour by hour n s m u e n  *nio
w l t A  I feel fhal A t  A A l
AuportaAt th u g  fur you to  4 t  
u  to change your Auud out
look and niqpAUi trend Af 
f i t q f i i .  whurafcy you Anns 
U A t the WwdOUft. tV A  when 
tf OMpOlAi W A  AOAtf of VWW 

fie firm, by a l  menu*. tu 
rrc-rd  lo  AU wudom hrwg 
f in e d  h u p . hoc do Apt k tco w
fired. rhsrwhv noffhsr the
WndOAl nor easy m a b h
sKatnmesHi coo prodnoi •MUMP
f i g f  Ia Im  from or the*
about

The «(hob d l f i a o i Able,
A n  eras d o if e h ,  A n Ia a
•cate of ’c k n p ,  and tf o •  are
nut readIs to  ascogs *ctmags'
at hesag o nooonnry m ic  of
uuohstmn (hen a t  ore 0Hy
gsmg so become fired.

W ak fif Moon u  Vr
the Ttfi homo. I  would thmk
f i l l  A the past, you hare
(LftFy n  fiausl Id  ree any ACW
po rt of new regarding the 
'change o f Law.*

I should say that all the 
planets m the lower  half of 
the Chart, down brio* a  the 
‘mould.* have never been 
brought to change, because 
you have refused to make any 
change whatsoever. Well, that 
b  of no use lo you. You have 
got to get yourself changed.

The present is a good time 
for changes lo take place, 
because your progressed Moon 
is passing over the I Oth house : 
in fact it must be well into the 
10th house by now. So there 
are good opportunities for you 
to make changes where your 
occupation is concerned.

1 do not know if ‘looking 
after the old lady' is an 
occupation to y o u : if it is, 
then there will be changes for 
you. and when this comes 
about, whatever the changes 
are, I would suggest that you 
get away from the whole of 
the circumstances. Endeavour 
to get right away from the 
district you are living in : in 
fact, I would rather say. right 
out of the county. Get fresh 
air, fresh ideas, and a fresh 
outlook.

I fed  that the main cause 
of your trouble is doe to being 
pent-up through having to gain 
your experiences the hard way, 
and maybe living the bard 
way.

Try and make this change, 
and then remember what I 
have said to you about it 
being necessary for you Co 
transmute knowledge into wis
dom. On your own, this would 
not be easy, because you wiD 
have nobody to oppose von, 
nobody to deliberately say to 
you. "That is wrong; you
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OAty nsly lo  knMsurer a m p r e
ety aai i  Am m m
tetarwmq  the dm
A N q  imy toad  <nfiMb A A «
A lot Af mucus.

1 a m «maahJtfg stam gsgonem
en here. bacanaa tf m aagmMfiff
whuff 1 hare  as aewm td atffik
Aa SAAA m  1 go off Mqy find.
so the imucAi amrt«, brmgtfq
a  heavy foaUog aA the smash
aa fiMRggh k v g g  m a  fog.

You u o t f f  bn haipod very
much h« tik  mg o oarre louse.
which we m i  napftfy at P*^
form . these are marumrey
ffgod bucurea diny cogmm
l r p i i a p a  a  vary
wrong mr r e  herb. and 1 wared
nagAMt i aka al hoed
i n  a l a tana, turnaa a  day a t
even a w rc often.

There ts AOfntfig aanomfy
wrong a i>th y o o « tf tf jsfftf A
nmtser of AAA-0faotftfomttAA
from thei Yaw* mtai the 'select,*
and also1 a  wfogg OtfWOS.

1 do hope reh  w■  help yuu.
became 11 feel yon have gat Sa
tread In iIhe wkrinm which yuu
have p n ih u d y  fnfirtf an do
l l  yon  d o  nod, then o f  cowrie 
yon w f i  walk Into trouble.

Your Jupfccr bring fen the 
bonne of d r knew ( f ir  fith 
hnuaek would account for  
whn< I have breu griing you  
about the n a a -( t |A a h r  state 
af the M ood, which would aha 
affect the heart. Jupiter h  In 
Leo, and Leo governs the 
heart.

Anyway, I do fed  f i l l  
changes are w ell on the way 
for you, tom e*  here around 
the Autumn. But do take the 
Nerve Pills, because these » B  
help yon very much.

f i r  ★  fir 
Mbs J. D„ Ludlow, England.

“Has a prickling sensation 
as the hack o f her nose, and 
then a great heat, which 
spreads to ihe top o f  her 
head, and then ell over her 
body. A fter  a while it grad
ually dies away. A lso  gets 
aw fu l ’pins and needles' in 
her hands and arms at night, 
which seems to  be getting 
worse lately, earning her to  
lose a  lot o f  sleep. (Chart 
1392).

THIS Chart hat mighty 
potentials, but unfortunat

ely there arc ooc or two points 
that are stumbling blocks 
which are preventing you from 
making the headway you 
should do. This will be more 
apparent during the period of 
‘change’ that is with you now. 
So for the moment we will 
deal with the points in the 
Chart, which indicate how the 
change-over is taking place 
from one side of the life into 
what we would call the 
‘immortal.* which woman has 
to make.

The ‘change* really entails 
the lift-up out of the ‘magpet-

%unr putfk Af Duwam hrigg

s tg g  h u m  Aa a i  Afi 
gg A dAgmr fiBAABi

UUffil Afi «tw kUAW

bnog si m 4luma usaAom. • ana
yuu a f i  asAy fig h f  bMAgPhff
(ha oapAfefim i  bAtfmtfi fia
depths and ifin hremtfh Ossa Ik
hy the doagw of I n  Area ag
and tfnmo Asa apanai emmutf*
(hereby bri• M  f i t
d m  tftfA ■ afi nm  a t afi
file wmdosa you hare taken

ft n  ataaaag lo me that y w  
have not suffered urAh b ed fi 
f i f i r d tg i  loo# before aon, 
for Uranus m the 1st hom e A 
normally a strict duoplmanaiL 
Your Vcona »  retrograde, bnl 
the Sun b  etfabfuhed all right, 
all bemg unifird wifi Mcrciry 
m the 2nd home, but m the 
same sigB- So you have cer
tainly teen working to find 
uodcstKA. but have newer 
been able to  bring this about.

I tec shat you have 2 F n  
and 6 A s  tf ip iio ta , bringing 
I  positive and 2 negative. So 
you really have been fighting 
through the Ages to do the. 
But it tecow that you hive 
never transmuted the Saturn, 
thereby keeping the gtonous 
wealth of Neptunian fantasy 
down to the depths.

I do not led  that rrltgkm 
has much hold with you, but 
that in Ihe past yon have 
delved into Ihe lower degrass 
of superstition, or one might 
even call it "witchcraft.* where
by you really touched the 
depths of wisdom, and have 
been able to issue forth of 
mighty wealth.

M an and the Moon m the 
8th house, means that you 
have lived at tome period in 
the lower side of life.* T hs 
would also he ndicatod by the 
Venus in the 1st house, where
by you never saw Me from 
the angle of bringing Neptune 
to the royal glory of the 
‘divine spenmag, which means 
bemg spermed by the D/% n r> 
of God.’

Concluded on page IS
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p e i u r i s k l e

(  Vinca Major)
b y  tXm viti S M t f m M  * t«#oA

I1ILS1 rn lfnng hif»i ib-r N* **t) I i 
DHinii v. v t  non jpprxi4»< h tbc M W  
I  complclrl) fcM fii t r a v  «  N<4ar i 

forth i l l  plflH |4 r  B p t  •slM U lk^S]i iv^ bM  k  
O w t i t f  Fm i v  of (W Stpcvwf W wiv« f Of M 
Im W  n i l  bffO M  i  in W n  of VoAnr o M o o iK f 
o n i  acihv • ■ W ia lh t  w tfi p tra ik . For oil I if 
le d  lo mighty change*. a t wo nOm y t i k u i  by Marj 
Royal S c i | i |o a l .  Fcvlnkikk, V b t i  Major, I 
n i l  i o n  be a f net n i e c e  to  this change, a a i  lo o w  that n i l  
■M l (be Fine* lo lOftkro ibe tim b e rin g  Inert cell* of (be 
human frame. Into r in tk a l  rrriUcoct, m ln ln i  the fluidity 
oecem ry to  control (be Solar Inflowing rebirth

T IE  main protperom  ad
vantage o f Periwinkle, will 

he tti intensified power of 
activating the Chakras, for it 
is a glandular herb, and one 
of intense penetrative m ight 
Whereby its fluidic infusion, 
when internally consumed, will 
break calafiablc matters into 
many fractions, in a quick 
space of active time.

Its infusivc strength will still 
remain, when added unto 
other herbs, and with such as 
Agrimony or Dandelion, it can 
be used to partially release the 
tightened nerve ligaments into 
a supple response. Also, ms 
the incoming Fires change 
man's calcified mind, will the 
Periwinkle assist the mind 
cells, creating a fluidic friction
al substance for the assistance 
of the intensified movement of 
the New Solar change-over of 
the mind.

am l |M mM
1. o ke* ;««vf(

(hr MM•Iff 0*1th of I I I TL
P« od by

Ms* pi Sr*** of Mv podL aod
1 H imid1 of dfyiWk 1afM okPkf , f|dfekrk ftp* 9
W illi1  <ofM fooo4  ioarid «|»tn irviog to
tasty. IUMO* s u g Haht dmtbig rwfum i l ( o k .
a tJbc Vlbfifta | i< okith Oiiy VkORk aoy
» pUiat* and atahJlog rva c h f li if a cooftd
** Mhllo ltheir hmc fit tram fit new rap fiPthil C
vi H yo mrtr i k t i pncHilog of it* mmd
M m i the Mu| it I «♦<o h  am4 benefit i  ao
b rr ti SIhkh art!*o 1help to Me O s ggftog

one that Wfll roal,. to bfin|K ■ow mo r  {not of
crikt of the their drrpths
the fluidity Pcifi* inkle Is the sidoe 1of tbe

This herb will he essentially
one of high frcqucncy fulness.
a t it can extract from its
crtalto n a very flInc non-
coll CCtlivc Ci1. like as unto the
many oils 1used by the most
expertswood watch makers.
who inurtur mplv i s list their
hand-made <. real ionx iinto mov-
ing lu<t, at activating time.

Periwinkle and Parsley will 
be of the utmost benefit when 
used for the cleansing of un
controlled rashes and irrita
tions of varrors types, which is 
possible during this New Solar 
inflow. This erupting of rash 
and irritation is due to the old 
lunar type of diet and the 
changing frequencies of inter
nal density.

This will eventually dimmish 
as consciousness of Occult 
teachings register upon the 
soul's mind. But to all, please 
do not venture into partaking 
of drugs, for they arc of the 
very density that you are now 
subconsciously extracting from

gods and u p  oner accepted 
a* ouch, and 1  In 111 puri
fication If can wff) do won
d ers Therefore when If b  a i d 
with Vervain, H wfll become 
one of a group that will be 
w dl tried and Sealed, doe to 
Ibe many cranial changes 
which will now only be loo 
obt foody frit, a* Ibe Fires 
descend and Ibe aoul searches 
for m u  form of relief.

These two herb* will be of 
extreme a v f ilm w  for releas
ing and alleviating any aching 
p m o r r*  upon (be brain, and 
other surrounding are a* of the 
bead. This herbal core Mould 
be one most uaefal for any of 
(be elderly populace, wbo are 
■till apt to ding to conven
tional and outdated beliefs 
Therefore I do hope many cun 
now are the importance of 
berbt and I Ike w be me them, 
for they are created for (he 
benefit of nun , through bk

The Healing Column
O oncluded  from  page 14

Jupiter beiog in the 5th 
house in Gemini indicates that 
there has been a mighty ex
pansion of knowledge, but 
Pluto in the 6th in Cancer has 
brought a certain amount of 
conflict and chaos. However, 
the real cause of your trouble 
is due to non-expansion of the 
knowledge you have accumu
lated.

The prickling sensation at 
the back of the nose, which 
you mention, followed by a 
great heat which spreads to 
the top of the head, is to do 
with the ‘sensation* which has 
never been raised up by 
‘spirituality,* but is being driv
en by the 'Fires.*

The ‘pins and needles* which 
you experience in your hands 
and your arms, again, is due 
to the nerves being attacked 
by the raw ‘red fire* which 
you have gathered up in your 
*iock* as we call it. This means 
that the whole of your blood
stream, which is the etheric 
body, is alive with ‘raw fire.’

Well now, the Holy Fires 
that are descending through the 
Breath and trying to make 
tlicir way in, are endeavouring 
to force the change of the red 
fire into 'reborn Fire*; and all 
this is taking place within you, 
through the 'change,*

But I do wish I could get 
you to make a change-over in 
your outlook. You may believe 
that you do 'perceive* all right. 
You may say, "But I do see 
things spiritually,** and you 
may express this in the way 
you are talking.

Y es! you may say that, but 
you have not really believed 
it deep down in your inner 
depths. That is what I do find 
difficult to get over to many 
people; they may say they 
'see many things,* but can 
they say that it has 'gripped 
them,* and that it really is a

living, radiating, driving part 
of them ?

On your Mid-heavens you 
have Scorpio, and Scorpio at 
the present lime it the very 
central core of the Central 
Sun. So you have got this 
Great Force pouring down 
through you, trying to force 
changes within you, rather 
than destroy.

The Great Powers do not 
deliberately intend to 'destroy*; 
they really do try to trans
mute, and they are endeavour
ing to do this with you, so 
that they can bring complete 
expansion to all the powers 
which you have. And it must 
be remembered, of course, that 
you are an 8-2; so that you 
are not a 'weakling* to be 
transmuted.

If you were 2-8, it would 
be quite a different matter, but 
you are 'eight positive* and 
'two negative,* which of 
course, makes it more difficult 
for anyone to tell you about 
‘changes,* which you would 
find difficult to bring about.

Your Mars in Virgo being 
retrograde goes to prove that 
there has been an endeavour 
to bring about these ‘changes,' 
not only through the Powers 
coming down, or through me 
giving you the wisdom, but 
that effort has been made in 
your previous life, and maybe 
before then, to try and get 
you to see things from a 
different angle, but that all has 
been of no avail, and you are 
not seeing differently at all.

Saturn in the 7th house is 
not good, and Neptune there 
indicates that you have got to 
'see from an entirely re-bom 
angle.* The best way to get 
you to see from a different 
angle, would be if some-one 
could enter into a discussion 
with you, to bring new angles 
of thought, and in this way 
you could be helped.

With such a dynamic Chart 
as this, the 'down-pouring 
Embodiment* has been bring
ing deeper and deeper im

ped burnt*. But It Mill dots not 
alter (he fact (hat your three 
planets la the lM home, with 
Mercury added unto. In the 
2nd house, b  an enormous 
pow er; and you are drawing 
the Powers through every one 
of them to fortify you in your 
beliefs, in what you aay «u.d 
think.

Up to the present there has 
not been any form of 'copu
lation of the element forces* 
within you, because there has 
been a form of inertia with 
you, preventing any really 
deep study. You are so cap
able of ‘reading and knowing,* 
that you will not go any 
further.

Now it is most essential that 
you do change, and change 
quickly. And 1 would say that 
it could be a matter of four 
or five years before you come 
completely out of the 'change 
of life,* because the Moon has 
just entered into your 8th 
house, and you are going to 
meet vour Mars in Virgo, and 
your Moon in Libra.

The Moon in Libra indicat
es false judgment, and is an 
important point to look into. 
Fo you see, you have been 
falsely judging all wisdom; 
you have only seen it the way 
you wanted to. However, 1 do 
hope that this seemingly 
severe criticism of your Chart 
will not in any way embitter 
you, or put you against any 
further investigation.

Do remember that it can 
only be through one who is 
'splitting us wide open* that 
we really listen and take 
advice, so I do trust that this 
is going to help you.

You will be greatly assisted 
by taking the Nerve Pills, but 
I do feel that there are 
changes well on the way for 
you, particularly somewhere 
about the Autumn of next 
Year.

b* aw -

PERIWINKLE

Periwinkle, Rosemary, and 
Ouck weed, can be util wed 
both internally and externally 
for the eye*, for tome tense 
of changing vision and spasms 
can be experienced as changes 
commence. But be not alarm
ed. for these effects brought 
about by the changing rebirth 
of the soul will be quite 
natural, and through the in
telligent acceptance of the 
wisdom, will soul find the aid 
of herbal natural cures most 
helpful.

P E R IW IN K L E  when used as 
JT an immersed fluidic bath 
cure, will be of beneficial help 
towards the fiery irritation 
often experienced in these 
changes, as stated previously. 
It will also assist the action of 
the skin's pores, and alleviate 
them of much dying extracted 
tissues from the internal 
changes breaking down such 
in its rebirth.

Here is where the well- 
known Marigold cure can be 
incorporated, for with an 
equal amount of each herb 
tied within a muslin bag, can 
one infuse the bath water as 
often as they wish, using it 
more than once and as often 
as one personally requires.

Periwinkle, Marigold, Haw
thorn leaves and berries, will 
be of intensely useful assis
tance to the blood, as the latter 
is stirred into Solar activity, 
whereby the passional fires of 
the individual will be helped 
to be controlled into its chang
ing cause of mind growth. 
These herbs will be found to 
be of their most beneficial use 
when taken at night before 
retiring, and also halfway 
through the day, as a re
tuning draught

All the combinations of 
herbs listed in this article can 
be used in equal proportions, 
and to whatever strength one 
personally requires. Instructions 
upon herbs and pills can be 
obtained, if these commodities 
are purchased from us here at 
the school direct.

Periwinkle and Sarsaparilla, 
are best used when the Solar 
Fires seem to be at their 
fullest, and the soul is register
ing the Fires within. It is then 
that these two herbs will 
automatically assist the inflow, 
and cool the blood as it 
revolves, helping the soul in 
the rebirth of his labouring 
bodies. This will allow one to 
increase their activity, thereby

I

u* iUfiy ta in  Ainu 
fiery Mama! footing. Tms

r i n k  w»il. m  f lu  Hr* 8

srtu s u n  1st s s i itrm|i- 
ggg of CJir wfeolf Os Q || com- 
fletoos body This m iti be do t 
fof d a  tong bosun to ih t tuK- 
cam aam  d o a g a  to  the 
id o n c  body.

F fvfi*btlf Is d o  mm  o a f l  
nwfnl brrh. obtQ Id o *  to* 
irrn*))?. wbfch * f l  mmdtt any 
Atoaatr b s n a  d m  aory *rim- 
Th«f which 1m of d o  fo g g h v  
ddr of d o  Italy FV t, ao h 
t o f u  roots who a r t  aol ia> 
operative etroogfi In Me Thaw* 
erotic ceo g ab ery  ^tehw ri 
change ■ If fhb ikoaM o b i  
they can bo so o t patafol os 
they break oet vgoa fbr Mbs.

The external clearing of 
there bom* b  se n t e o n W O  
when Chick weed and Violet 
ore oard fo break down ibe 
■atari lag pahs, aod Marsh
mallow ointment fo s h e  
applied. Them bum* were ex
perienced upon the Mbs of Ibe 
C om ic Scapegoat Mr rope, at 
Ibe ( b o  when Me was being 
used by the Spirit World to 
bring forth of the New created 
Lows. She bring the prototype 
putting th en  info operation 
before mankind received the 
Virgin inflow, as tested Cosmic 
Low* of Solar reality ; all 
then being a state of trial and 
error.

Periwinkle is a herb with a 
most beautiful blue flower, and 
is one of a very rare blossom 
of this particular nature. For 
when it was picked by the 
ancients and placed upon the 
tongue. iU very extraction 
created a cleansing and heal
ing balm around this area. 
Whereby the facial tissues 
received the benefit of its 
healing power, and assisted 
the face and nasal nerves to 
become relaxed for quite a 
lengthy period.

This was often practiced by 
the nuns in the past, who then 
knew a little of these mysteries 
from investigating monks, for 
this was their natural meant of 
medicine. The nuns discovered 
that these little flowers helped 
them to remain balanced after 
they had been forced into ex
pansion through fasting. For it 
was they, who at special times, 
helped the priest to spin up 
these virgin powers.

Periwinkle was once a very 
useful agent in the past, where 
there were dubious states of 
verminous life upon the sur
face of the skin, due to lack 
of washing. This also included 
the hairy parts of the body, 
where these creatures lived 
upon the dust and waste 
collected, and bred intensively 
when unchecked.

The oil in the herb soon 
ceased the irritation which 
these parasites caused, and in 
a very short time a complete 
cleansing could have taken 
place. Showing how necessity 
is the mother of invention, for 
then there were no drugs, but 
soul living next to Nature. At 
the same time we might 
remember that Witch Hazel is 
a very useful help during the 
changes now being mentioned.

Next month we will seek 
deeply into the mysteries of 
Pelitory on the Wall.
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26th A ug.,1962 by  Ra-M en~Ra

PEACE BE UNTO YOU ALL.
I come amongst you and I seek to bring that interblending for which you are seeking. I seek to help you to understand more 
clearly of the Spirit through the Wisdom we are bringing unto you. Your mind will be helped to expand; you will open up the 

ancient links long forgotten. We will help you to see along different paths and so bring an outlook of New Thought, and by this we 
can lead you along the path of relativity. THE SOUL THAT IS SEEKING TO OPEN UP THE MIND IS THE WISE SOUL, THE 
ONE WHO IS SEEKING TO COME AWAY FROM THE EARTHY CONDITIONS THAT ARE SO IMPEDING THE WAY OF 
MANKIND. If you are earnestly seeking, the words I bring you tonight will help you a little, but those of you who have been going 
along this path, interpenetrating into the ancient myths, will find some great depth which will make you realise more clearly how you 
must struggle, and how those states that are with you are but the means of finding the true path of one-ness, So give me your attention 
and we will do all we can to help you to see those many creations of the soul that have become lo st; that wonderful wealth and power 
which is yours and is still with you, but now completely buried under the rock.

TH E R ISE N  VENUS
/ ~ I N L Y  the sensitive o f m ind can know the glory o f  her Touch, can hear the laughter 

o f her Voice. For she is the rising spirit, carrying the mystery o f the Solar Fire 
within her sacred heart, and only those o f pure intent, can sup the wine thereof. (See 
text in col. 1).

It will be through these 
Teachings and these words 
that you will find the swelling 
and expansion that will lead 
you to look yet deeper, think 
more deeply, and then, out of 
the Unknown, draughts of 
New Life will enter into your 
being. Try to struggle on, for 
that is the main thing with 
the soul. Do not give up when 
you find the road is h a rd ; 
that would be the moment 
when you were about to break 
through. It always appears the 
worst at the deepest moment, 
and yet at the most crucial.

Do give it a fair trial and 
wait for the moment when the 
dawn wiU break through, and 
once you have been able to 
see the road of the Spirit, what 
is expected of the Spirit and 
what literally takes place, you 
will realise then why there are 
certain states that take over 
of the soul when they make 
effort to interpenetrate these 
depths. Whether you do it 
now or whether you wait until 
a later time, it will have to 
come some time or another to 
all souls.

The journey is ‘back Home,* 
and Home is of the Spirit. 
Man is not of the flesh ; man 
is of the spirit, and unless he 
makes that journey he will 
become disintegrated, a n d  
what was of that soul will be 
completely lost, with the spirit 
going back to a mummified 
state, having to begin all over 
again, having to And the soul 
creation; f all that was once 
gathered together, now com
pletely shattered. We do not 
like to see this, and neither 
will y o u ; for ever with that 
spirit there will be a lost 
memory.

Now give me your attention, 
for 1 am trying to help you on 
the road. We are not seeking 
of you for any other reason 
but to help mankind to find 
his lost heritage.

The Mystery Plate
(See plate on this page)

TONIGHT we bring you the 
wisdom of Aphrodite, the 

Queen of the Intercalary. Now 
this should bring great under
standing to some of you, 
particularly where the Taurus 
element is strong, for she has 
the interblending of the Inter
calary through that Sign: 
through that Sign she finds the 
blended path with Scorpio.

THESE ARE THE GODS, 
THE LINKS OF POWER 
THAT BRING UNTO MAN- 
KIND HIS G R O W I N G  
STATE, BRING HIM TO 
THE ONE-NESS OF THE 
ENLIGHTENED BEING.

Aphrodite is the personality 
that is seeking to rise up out 
of the waters and become 
Venus-Urania, yet she is the 
soul that is foam-born; one 
that is going to be crowned 
and come forth as the Mary. 
She is the one that is going to 
bring Into birth the solar 
child. But If you see this as 
form, then you are bound to 
lose the Trail.

You most see these as states 
of the soul, but naturaUy we 
have to give them names,

otherwise you will never under
stand ; yet once upon a time 
these were gods and goddesses. 
This goddess was as Mother 
Earth, yet as Nature shepherd, 
ing mankind into birth, helping 
the Race of humans to find 
their growth. She came forth 
out of the state when aU be
came lost, when Saturn bad 
refused to make expansion, 
and mankind was at a loss.

Thus the feminine state was 
brought forth to help the soul 
to find that growth, that which 
was necessary for generation; 
but unfortunately the spirit 
fell, and fell into great depths, 
and it was the Goddess that 
fell,—not mankind : they were 
led by the gods,—the gods 
that had entered down into 
matter as the Spirit: yet these 
gods are with mankind in the 
form of the Solar light coming 
forth within his being: that 
is his mind, otherwise he would 
only be of the animal. That is 
what he wants to struggle for, 
especially the initiate, and then 
he brings forward the freed 
mind, the mind that can dance 
and find the answer to the 
many mysterious things of 
life.

Until mankind does this, 
they are merely lost in creed 
and dogma, knife and d rug : 
and that is what you are all 
seeking to get away from, 
because you are finding no 
answer. That is what we are 
trying to help you to d o ; to 
come away and find the 
individual state, where you can 
go forward on an individual 
growth; one that is respon
sible for all his own actions, 
and one that can determine 
life.

We have been slowly investi
gating the unfolding of the 
soul in the myths, for these 
myths were legends placed into 
creation as the soul was un
folding ; stories that were left

for posterity when 'the soul 
was lost, as it is lost at the 
present time.

To the majority these myths 
are old wives' tales, tales plac
ed into operation by old men 
in the chimney nook. These 
have more truth in them than 
even your Bible, your sacred 
book, for that is based upon 
history that is partially untrue. 
These hold sacred depths and 
link with the polar s ta r ; they 
are the polar myths where 
man slowly began to find his 
feet, began to find the wealth 
of the mind and come out of 
the state of the anim al; but 
as he found that strength so 
he unfortunately turned it 
into a worldly state, clinging 
to the creation of matter.

He has found no peace from 
them ; they are becoming 
more and more binding to the 
soul. Now there is the cry, 
“What do we do ?*’ “Where 
do we go ?** “Why has not 
religion seen us through ?** 
Religion has not the answer : 
they have helped mankind to 
lift up his mind, but given him 
no answer as to w hy; they 
have given him a false under
standing. We now are seeking 
to help you to find the Truth.

The Great Mother

WE will continue with our 
enquiry of the birth of 

Aphrodite into the human 
genealogy and how, during the 
ages, she has brought growth 
and rebirth to those who have 
responded to her vivacity. 
(That is the feminine principle 
of the soul that is ever 
generating and helping the 
solar creation to come into 
birth).

Since the Vegetable King
dom is sacred to her we can 
see what phase of the human 
she has had influence upon, so 
it is possible to place these 
with tne three lower Chakras 
as to their bearing. Mars to

the Mineral, Venus to the 
Vegetable and Mercury to the 
Animal; by this it brings 
evidence as to where the soul 
must control and sacrifice to 
dissolve these Kingdoms into 
their rightful measure in the 
human evolving into the sp irit: 
(seeking to dissolve of the 
animal kingdom of which he 
is made up, otherwise he is 
still going to hold on to earthy 
matter and not become of the 
mind).

Further, if we say that 
Aphrodite was of eastern 
origin, having come from 
Assyria and identical with 
Astarte, we have some idea 
that she has, in some form or 
another, great inborn evidence. 
(So the soul in its growth, 
having passed through Assyria, 
would come through the 
growth when the Goddess was 
ruling the earth. You have 
Mary ruling the ea rth : the 
Nature Goddess is Mary, and 
that is what religion refers to, 
—Mary the Mother of the 
Gods, the Mother of man
kind,—she who is shepherding 
mankind into birth. Religion, 
particularly the papal religion, 
know what they are talking 
about to a degree, but they 
have lost the key). The 
elements were derived from 
the East, but the development 
of her belongs to Greece.

(This is the straining and 
the weaving within the soul. 
This was when many states of 
karma were placed into birth, 
and many of yon probably 
have personalities that are 
waiting to be given their mor
tuary meal and turned into 
the mind creation. But you 
have been learning of this all 
along the road).

Festivals called Aphrodisia 
were celebrated in her honour, 
particularly in Cyprus, while 
in her most ancient temple at 
Paphos, those who were

initiated into her mysteries, 
offered to the goddess a piece 
of money, and in return receiv
ed a measure of salt and a 
phallus. (Now the phallus it 
not what you think it is, but 
generative wisdom, generative 
unfoldment, but those who 
have turned that into desire 
would have it with them as a 
karmic state, and probably 
never lost).

At the time that Nebhau- 
Kau was sent to the earth to 
assist the goddess in her work, 
the former did all she could 
to lead man in the expansion 
of beauty, which was the work 
of the goddess and which 
brought to the earth much 
richness and peace that pre
pared the prototype for all 
time. (Mother Nature is a 
Goddess and is the one that 
helps mankind and feeds them).

The goddess was reigning 
then under the name of Bast 
and did not become of Aphro
dite till later on, when catas
trophe began to take over and 
start the decline of Egypt But 
in the former was the time of 
the Golden Age, the much dis- 
reputed worship of the Phallus 
in which Egypt reigned sup
reme until man in his stupidity 
of greed, brought all into the 
dregs and branded the Goddess 
Bubastes,—the Goddess of the 
Golden Lion,—as the goddess 
of eviL

Under Cronus and the lunar 
year there was no Fire-god 
and there was no punctual re
newal of the sun's fire, but 
just a swelling up into a ful
ness and bursting forth. But 
when Zeus (expansion) mar
ried Themis (the Cancer 
creation within man) the 
Horae were born, and when 
he married Hera a due account 
was taken of those hours and 
the Fire-god appeared, for 
Hera produced Hephaestus.

This is the mystery of ex
pansion, where the sonl 
straggles to give birth by 
motive of purpose, and the cup 
becomes filled with the water 
of life which, by the touch of 
the holy Baptism, becomes 
transmuted into rich red wine 
overflowing with bubbling life. 
But all came forth in the be
ginning by the unfolding of 
the Great Mother, as she 
laboured for her Lord, that he 
could be given due birth.

(The Horae are the six 
hours between the old year 
and the new on the 21st of 
December, when all of the 
year is gathered into the Solar 
rebirth. Religion has placed it 
to the 25th December and so 
lost the mark, lost the action. 
They bring into birth the 
Christos child, but it is due on 
the 21st of December when 
there is a movement from 
Sagittarius into Capricorn, and 
the chOd is bom into the 
heights.

AD that has been gathered 
through the year is placed into 
the heights. But if man does 
not gather that up, then he 
loses the very cream of the

C o n tin u ed  on page 12
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